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by
Kelly Scanlon
The fire was dying. The weaver pulled her 
cloak more closely round herself and leaned foi— 
ward, touching the threads of her tapestry with 
numb fingers. She glanced at the" hearth, where 
fading embers collapsed with a soft, dry sound, 
and threw her shuttle more quickly. The tapestry 
was almost completed; there was not much time 
left.
All around her the rooms of the slaves’ 
labyrinth lay silent and cold; these rooms were 
the foundation of the ancient Zoe palace, and 
they had gathered the coldness of years and the 
stillness of the slaves' despair. Most of the 
other slaves were gone now, called upstairs to 
serve at a great banquet in honor of a foreign 
lord, but the Weaver, bent over her loom, thought 
she heard footsteps, and familiar voices in the 
corridor.
"Kirolek, is that you? Yesa, are you call­
ing me? Serin, Doha, Ayakesl..." She whispered 
the names of her clan, and saw them as they had 
once been, living in their round hearth-houses 
deep in the northern hill-forests, running with 
the deer and singing to the forest-spirits. Most 
of them were long dead now; some had been killed 
by the raiders, sent by the Zoe, who had come in­
to the forest and destroyed her village when she 
was a girl, and others had died here, as slaves, 
in the maze of rooms that underlay the palace.
The Weaver whispered their names, and listened 
into darkness, running her fingers of the threads 
of her loom.
The voices faded and the footsteps moved 
away, but she could hear, faintly, the music and 
laughter of the Zoe revelers at the feast up­
stairs. She pictured them, men and women dressed 
in silks she had woven, drinking wine from chased 
and jeweled cups, gesturing extravagantly as they 
spoke of palace intrigues and recent wars. She 
had heard this description from the other slaves; 
she had never been called to serve upstairs but 
had spent her life in the labyrinth, weaving.
The Zoe lords knew that Weavers of her skill were 
rare, even among her own people, and so they had 
kept her at her loom.
Since they had brought her here, so many 
years ago, she had woven banners, tapestries, and 
blankets, all covered with Zoe emblems or the 
images of the distant Zoe gods, made of the shin­
ing silks the sea-people brought from foreign 
lands: crimson, violet and azure, shot with gold. 
These were beautiful and the Zoe prized them 
highly, but she had never used her true skill for 
any of them, for the gods were not hers and the 
scenes of cities and ancient battles were alien 
to her.
Now, thinking of the home she had lost and 
the life she had spent weaving for others, she . 
wove for herself, with thick Lenl thread,, dyed as 
her mother had taught her long ago in the forest: 
red from madder, blue from woad, green from net­
tle, yellow from goldenrod...
She threw the shuttle and recalled her 
mother telling tales of how the goddess Ashkari 
wove the world in a dream-time, creating the fo r­
est as a cloak for herself. The forest itself
was a tapestry: roots secretly entwined in the 
dark earth, branches interlacing, creepers and 
vines and tendrils knotting; and in the same way 
her people, the Lenl, were woven together by name 
and clan and tribe, hidden in the green shadow of 
the trees.
So the Weaver dreamed, as the Lenl do, and 
as the fire fell down with a soft dry sound and 
the shuttle moved back and forth, her dreams be­
came what she wove, a single pattern that was not 
a pattern: the silver of moonlight on leaves, the 
sun’s reflection on a river; the shadow of a 
hawk, the gleam of fire on a dancer’s body; the 
rippled image of a face in a sacred lake...
When the weaving was finished the fire was 
nearly out and it was almost too dark to see.
She took her tapestry off the loom, feeling the
. ................ .......................... continued, nett me
E D I T O R I A L
Welcome to the second issue of The Mythic 
Circle, late spring 1987. In addition to an ex­
tensive list of stories, we also have plenty of 
reader input in the form of LOCs (letters of com­
ment) — it’s fascinating to note how frequently 
folks completely reverse opinions on the merits 
of various stories! No one should feel threaten­
ed by that ("oh...I guess I reacted the wrong 
way...") as it indicates a healthy range of indi­
viduals read this ’zine. Our thanks to every one 
of you and we trust you’ ll be so good as to res­
pond to this issue and these stories, too.
We’ ve tried to slightly increase our print 
size —  is this adequate or are we still strain­
ing your eyes? We still have some pieces in 
right-justified columns and some in ragged-right. 
According to many typesetters, etc., ragged-right 
is easier to read. What do you folks think? 
Should we consistently go for one or the other? 
Please let us know and we’ll try to accomodate.
We also determined that the cost to mail TMC 
first class is about S.50 more than book rate.
Our emphasis has been on providing this ’zine as 
economically as possible, but if you don’ t want 
to wait 10-14 days for delivery you can add $.50 
per issue to our prices and we’ ll send it first 
class.
Lynn Maudlin and
Christine Lowentrout
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thick soft web, and spoke words known only to 
Weavers, passed down from mother to daughter in a 
single strand of memory since the goddess had 
made the Lent as a woman weaves a child within 
her body, of blood and bone and spirit. When her 
spell was finished the tapestry shone in its own 
light, as a magical thing. The Weaver whispered 
a prayer of thanksgiving, took off her old cloak 
and wrapped this new one around herself, and went 
out into the dark palace gardens.
The gardens were forbidden to slaves at 
night, but no one saw her, so she walked on.
This ordered space of trees and flowers was far 
from the forest she had known, so she went deeper 
into the gardens until she could no longer hear 
the revelers at the feast or see the lights of 
the palace. Even the gardeners never came here, 
it seemed; here, where two palace walls met, the 
bushes had grown together in a wild tangle and 
vines grew thickly over the walls, hiding the 
heavy stones. There was a small clearing here, 
but it was a hidden place, surrounded by the 
bushes and by overhanging trees.
The Weaver went into this place, stepping 
carefully over vines and bending back the springy 
boughs of bushes, which closed again behind her. 
Then, raising her hands to pray, she looked up at 
the newly—risen moon and spoke words she had 
learned long ago;
"Goddess Ashkari, mother of all and weaver 
of our fate; I ask you to protect me, weave your
own tapestry around me. Let no one see me, no 
one find me, no one disturb me, until I am gone 
from this place."
Wrapped in her tapestry, she lay down, 
breathing the rich smell of the earth and growing 
things, and feeling the softness of the grass be­
tween her fingers. The moon, shining between the 
branches of the trees, touched the curves of her 
face with silver. Her breath moved in and out 
like the tides of the ocean. She slept. Here 
she would rest before beginning her journey.
The next day there was a great commotion in 
the palace: an old slave, a Lenl Weaver, had es­
caped. Guards were sent to search the labyrinth • 
and the palace grounds, but none of them found 
the Weaver. Eventually the search was given up, 
for she was an old woman and surely could not go 
far, not in her Lenl clothing with the slaves’ 
brand upon her face...
Many years later, the Zoe lords found that 
their ancient palace walls were crumbling, and 
sent men out to rebuild them. One of the build 
ers, following the course of the walls around the 
garden, broke into a secret space, a green- 
shadowed cave of vines and leaves. On the floor 
of this place lay a tapestry so skillfully woven 
it was almost invisible in the muted light and 
shadow of the trees. Under this lay the bones of 
the Weaver, interlaced with vines, entwined 
within the roots of an ancient tree.
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"Have I come this far on my first vision 
quest only to die alone?" Chac's voice was 
weak and quavering with pain, but it did not 
matter; there was no one to hear. He ground 
his teeth against the agony flowing like 
molten lava up his leg and into his body. 
Dying alone was a terrible fate to consider 
especially for a boy of only twelve summers. 
But consider it Chac must; he had little 
doubt he would soon be crossing the 
Shadowland.
Chac had climbed this sacred mesa as a 
seeker of visions, the noblest aspect a man 
ever assumed. Just before reaching the top, 
he had placed his foot on a small ledge where 
a rattlesnake lay unseen. It struck twice 
before he was able to move away. Chac had 
finished the climb, but now he could only lie 
on the hot earth shaking with agony.
"I must not die before I dream," Chac 
mumbled into the sand. He clenched his jaws 
defiantly and slowly raised his head. He 
must find shade or the scorching heat would 
dry out his body and kill him more surely 
than the snake's poison. His water bottle 
was nearly empty.
Just a few paces away a cedar stood 
tall and cool, its dark green boughs spread 
out like welcoming arms. But those few paces 
might be too far to drag his sick and 
weakened body. His bitten leg was useless 
and the other he could move only a little. 
Chac looked down at his hands; they were 
strong and they would serve. He dug his long 
fingers into the soft sand and pulled, but 
his fingers slid uselessly through the 
yielding stuff. The hot dusty grains piled 
up in front of his eyes and trickled into his 
mouth. He ignored the discomfort and tried 
again, but his efforts were almost without 
effect.
Chac lost track of time, but he clawed 
at the sand until his fingers were raw and he 
was exhausted. When he turned to look back 
he cried out in frustration. He had moved 
less than his body's length. He lay for a 
moment looking away from the glaring sun; 
resting as his nerves pounded their 
relentless message of pain. Chac ignored the 
havoc venom was wreaking on his body. There 
was nothing he could do. He knew of herbs 
that were antidotes for the bite of snakes, 
but he carried none and was far too weak to 
search for them even if they existed here.
Chac was about to resign himself to 
singing his death song when a little horned 
lizard scrambled across his arm and sat 
looking into his face. Its tiny bright eyes 
showed concern and a hint of question. A 
thought occurred to Chac so he spoke to the 
little creature. "Brother lizard," he 
whispered, "show me the way through this 
sand. I need your skills."
The lizard scrabbled away with its peculiar wide-spread waddle, then turned 
watching Chac intently. In spite of his pain 
Chac grinned. "Yes, little brother, I will 
try your way." Chac spread his arms, lying
his palms flat against the sand and began to 
writhe forward. It worked. He moved. Not 
very fast, if compared to a man's walk, but a 
fast run compared to before. The lizard 
looked satisfied and scrambled away.
In a few minutes Chac was under the 
shade of the cedar where the small pungent 
needles it shed prickled his face. He 
breathed deeply and the cooler air seemed to 
give him strength. He rolled onto his back 
staring up into the green branches. "Thank 
you brother cedar for your shade. You have 
given me a few more moments of life."
Again Chac struggled until he was 
sitting with his back against the cedar's 
rough bark. A breeze cooled his fevered face 
and he was thankful. He looked down at his 
leg. It had swollen until his legging burst 
and angry red flesh protruded from the 
ruptured leather. But the appearance of his 
leg was of small consequence; the sickness 
was now so intense that alternating waves of 
nausea and pain drove coherent thought from 
his mind. With the help of his training, 
Chac had managed to ignore some of the 
poison's effect until now, but if he were to 
dream it was necessary to bring this agony 
under control.
When Chac was a child, Quelox, his 
master shaman, had taught Chac a song that 
would relieve pain. It was a simple melody, 
but the words were difficult for Chac to 
form. He, stuttered, sometimes badly, and 
words uttered in the cadence of song required 
a great effort. The mighty songs that 
controlled the forces of Mother Earth, were 
almost beyond his ability.
That was one of the reasons Chac had 
come to this place. He needed a potent dream 
to give him the beginnings of a shaman's 
power, but he was also hoping for a vision to 
repair his broken voice. His stutter did 
not, however, prevent him from singing this 
small song of Putting Away Pain and soon his 
suffering began to ease.
Now as he looked around he felt joy in 
the beauty he saw. The top of the mesa was 
not large; an arrow from a strong bow would 
fly easily beyond the steep rim. But in 
spite of the small area, this sacred place 
was a replica of the vast desert that 
surrounded it. All around he saw the 
regularly spaced green of creosote and 
between lay a blanket of wind smoothed sand, 
sparkling with gypsum and broken with clumps 
of dry grass burned amber by the fierce sun. 
Near the western rim stood an ancient yucca, 
bent and twisted like an old man brooding. 
Far to the west were mountains.
Perhaps, Chac thought", I will die here. 
All men will of someday cross the Shadowland; 
my journey may come sooner than most. He 
raised his chin and his steady black eyes 
challenged the whole universe. "But first I 
will dream my dream." Chac had raised his 
voice and the noise startled a tiny cactus wren.
It was late evening now and the sun was
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hidden by the distant mountains. As the 
light faded so did Chac's consciousness. For 
a time he slipped easily along the shadowy 
path between the land of dreams and the world 
of waking.
Suddenly he was standing alone on a 
mountain gazing into the lambent fires of a 
sunset. From out of the dying sun came a 
living shadow on wide stretched wings and he 
heard their powerful beating. As he watched 
a great blue heron dropped down from the sky 
and alit with awkward grace in front of him. 
It cocked its head and regarded him gravely. 
"You came here for a reason, Dream Seeker; 
what is it?" asked the heron.
"I need two things, the first is a song 
of power."
"I cannot give you a song of power for 
that lies in your heart, you have only to 
discover it. But what is your second wish?"
Chac hesitated for a moment and he 
stammered before he answered. "I need a 
voice, brother heron, a voice clear and sweet 
that will help me sing my songs of power and 
call Mother Earth's children to my service."
The heron looked sad and his answer was 
slow in coming. "Alas, little brother, a 
heron's voice is not clear or sweet and I can 
give you no other."
"Then I thank you, brother heron, but I 
need nothing else."
"Why did you not ask for me to spare 
your life or to give you a rich treasure?"
"I want to be a Shaman," said Chac, "nothing else matters."
The heron bowed his head. "You have set 
your feet on a worthy path. To be a shaman 
is to be wind and fire and rain and growing 
earth and protector of all these things. I 
am sad that I cannot give you fair speech and 
unbroken words, but I can give you something 
to replace them. I can give you music; the 
music will replace your stuttered words and 
increase your magic." With those words the 
heron lay at Chac's feet; his spirit slipped 
from his body and winged away towards the 
Shadowland. Chac looked down at the body of 
the big bird and wondered how this could the 
heron's gift.
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With a start, Chac awoke beneath the 
cedar. He burned with a terrible fever and 
his clothes were soaked with his own precious 
water. The sun was about to rise and Chac 
remembered the heron. It had been a strong 
dream for there were no herons in the desert. 
For the big bird's spirit to come here and 
speak with him signified great power. 
Although he did not yet know what the heron's 
sacrifice meant he was encouraged; Mother 
Earth did not give her children in sacrifice 
lightly.
The edge of the world was on fire and 
Chac tried to raise his voice in a song of 
welcome to the Great Sky Father, but he 
stammered so badly he could not finish the 
song. He cried out in desperation. "I need 
a voice!"
A thin sliver of sun appeared between 
the peaks of two tall mountains and those 
early rays fell on a place near Chac's feet. 
He looked down and where the earth was 
lighted, lay a long thin bone. A thrill of 
recognition shook Chac and he reached to pick 
it up, ignoring the pain the movement caused 
him.
In his hands lay the hollow shin bone of 
a heron. Tears came to Chac's eyes as he 
held the bone up reverently so the sun's warm 
light fell upon it. Then, in spite of his 
stuttered words, he sang his song of 
thankfulness to its end.
"I thank you, brother heron, I thank you 
for your sacrifice. With your bone I will 
make a flute and play it to the sun and stars 
and when they hear my song they will also 
hear your voice."
Chac spent the day in a flurry of 
activity, although he he was weakening 
rapidly. When he grew tired or weak and 
could not continue he would mutter a little 
song to Mother Earth to give him strength.
He cut away one end of the bone and 
shaped it into a mouthpiece using a plug of 
aromatic cedar. He pierced holes in the bone 
using his fire drill and he seemed to know 
precisely where each one should be placed to 
produce a note. He polished the bone with 
fine sand and when the flute was finished he 
lay back almost too weak to lift it.
That night he raised his flute up to the 
stars and asked them to give it their deep 
power. A coyote howled and Chac asked his 
brother to bless his new voice. When dawn 
came, Chac's final remnants of strength were 
waning and his heartbeat was slow and 
irregular. He knew he was near death, but he 
was determined that he would not cross the 
Shadowland until he performed one last act. 
As the sun was rising he would play his 
flute.
Chac gathered all his strength and put 
the flute to his lips. Softly at first he 
played, but each note gave him strength and 
when the sun stood over the mountains, his 
music sounded strong and rushing like a great 
wind and again soft, like t he call of a 
mockingbird. He played until all other 
sounds hushed and everywhere on the mesa his 
song was heard.
When his music was finished Chac was 
surprised to find the sun at its zenith and the earth, warm and alive. He looked down at 
his leg and saw the swelling gone and he 
realized that he felt no pain.
Chac climbed slowly to his feet. 
Although his leg was stiff he was able to 
walk and the sickness was gone. The power of 
his song, sung clean and strong by his flute, 
had healed him.
With his heart full Chac walked to the 
edge of the mesa and looked to the mountains. 
He could see dark thunderclouds with grey 
threads of rain reaching for the earth. The 
tanks at Clearwater would be full of new rain 
and he could be there in one day of fast 
travel.
Chac smiled, filled his lungs with soft 
fragrant air and shouted. "Thank you brother 
snake for the powerful dreams you gave me. I 
have finished my dream quest and I will be 
Shaman." His words echoed down the cliffs 
and out onto the plain. There was no answer 
save the wild cry of a desert falcon.
“T h e  B a t t l e  O-F T h e  T r ~ e e e  
by Janet P. Reedman
A maid walked the wood on a winter's eve,
When the hush of snow lay on field and farm, 
And little birds alone were left to grieve 
For the forest's faded autumnal charm.
Her hair gleamed like copper, her lips glowed red,
Her dancing gaze outshone the changeless 
skies;
By morn one of two gods would lie diead.
And she would be the survivor's fair prize.
She came to the foot of the holly tree 
Decked with sword-sharp reaves and berries blood-bright.
She said, "Holly King you can now walk free. 
Your bride to win this icy winter night."
Holly King stepped forth from gnarly tree 
trunk
Green-faced and bearing a holly-barbed sword, 
"May Queen, your gracious presence has me 
drunk,
I want to battle and become your lord."
Out of the darkness another shape leapt:
Alder-God cloaked in his green leafy boughs, 
He cried, "For many dreamy months I've slept, 
But now I shall battle and cease to drowse!"
They joined in bitter warfare with their blades;
Berries tumbled to be crushed in the mud, 
Battlecries echoed through all the green glades
As tree-sap squirted the snowdrifts like blood.
By morning's grey light, the Alder-God lay A noble forest king cruelly hewn down; Perennial holly had won the day,
In Holly's boughs gleamed the May Queen's bright crown.
SEDU C T I O N
by Mary-Lane Kamberg
The first time he sen her, he knee her.
He lay between his teddy bear and fire 
truck. She touched the damp washcloth on his 
forehead.
“Shall I read you a story?" she asked.
He smiled and nodded. Her gentle voice 
soothed him.
"Want me to lie with you until you fall 
asleep?"
He turned his firetruck sideways and 
moved his bear closer to the edge of the bed.
"There's no room," he said.
The next time he sam her, he remembered
her.
His hospital gown reeked with the sweet 
smell of ether. Her bony fingers stroked his 
prickly beard. He saw de-sire in her ageless 
eyes and felt warm.
"Do you want me now?" she asked.
He turned away. "Hot here.”
Uhen she came again, he melcomed her.
His joints ached in the humid night air. 
She patted his bald head playfully. Her long 
silver hair sparkled in the .darkness.
He turned back the covers and motioned 
her to his side. She climbed into his bed, 
leaned over close to him and slowly pulled 
the sheet over their heads.
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THE POPCORN EXPERIMENT
by
Lee Beasley
One day, Farmer George drove into his 
barnyard. His animals crowded around. They 
saw big bags in the bach.
The tall, lanky man stepped out. 
"Popcorn today, my hungry friends. It's much 
better than the seaweed mixture you tried 
last week." The animals looked at one 
another and rolled their eyes. Farmer George 
had another experiment.
He filled the troughs. "Try itl" he 
urged. The animals hung back, but they were 
hungry. Finally, the pigs trotted over to 
the one at the windmill and soon chomped on 
the kernels.
The cow walked to the trough by the barn 
and nibbled a few. Then she, too, munched 
away.
The farmer spread popcorn on the barn 
floor for the chickens. They scrambled for 
the feed. Then he stacked the other bags 
next to a storage bin overflowing with rock- 
hard biscuits. His sweet wife had baked them 
for him over the years. Every day, he had 
wrapped his in a napkin and smuggled it out 
to the barn. He planned to experiment with 
them some day.
While the animals ate. Farmer George 
left to work in his fields. Now, this 
popcorn was the giant variety and filled with 
hot air. As the animals ate, they grew 
lighter and lighter. Then, like balloons, 
they began to rise, one by one.A great hullabaloo sounded inside the 
barn. The chickens floated to the ceiling. 
"Squawk, squawk, squawk," they screeched.
Each of the three pigs caught an arm of 
the slowly turning windmill. Clinging 
tightly, they squealed, "Oink, oink, oink."
The cow's bell collar snagged on the 
weathervane at the top of the barn. Her bell 
clanged as she dangled and rolled. When the 
wind shifted, the weathervane turned so she 
was able to stand. "Moo, moo, moo,” she 
bawled.When Mr. George returned to do his 
evening chores, he heard the racket and 
stopped in amazement.
"Saints alive! My poor animals, I'll 
set things right for you. Mercy sakes, that 
popcorn! I'll have to try something else.
But first, I must get you down."
He took the stepladder, rope, and bucket 
to the barn and climbed to the cow. As he 
milked her, she began to rise again.
"Whoa, Hilda, where're you going?" He 
threw the rope over her back and sat on the 
ends while he finished milking. Then he 
pulled her to the ground and tied her to the 
barn post.
With more ropes, Farmer George climbed 
the windmill ladder. When one of the slowly 
turning arms came near, he lassoed the first 
pig. He hauled it down and tied its rope to 
a windmill support. He did the same with the 
other two.
The squawking chickens were next. He 
strode into the barn and stopped, 
dumbfounded. Broken eggs were splattered on 
the floor. As he stood there, an egg hit his 
hat and splattered. He looked up and saw his 
chickens bumping against the ceiling.
"Ah, my pretty flock! I must save the 
rest of the eggs." Mr. George found some 
baskets and took them up to the hayloft. 
There he lined them with straw and hung one 
on each chicken.
He looped his wife's clothesline near 
the floor in and around the farm machinery. 
Then he tied each chicken to it.
At last Mr. George spoke to the bobbing, 
complaining chickens. "This is all I can do 
for now, my pretties. No food tonight. 
Tomorrow, I'll set things right for you."
He stood there for a moment. What to 
do? As he scratched his head, he noticed the 
storage bin and the sagging floorboards under ■ it.
"Those heavy, rock-hard biscuits!" 
Once, he had dropped one on his foot. That laid him up for a week.
"Maybe they will work." He placed the 
biscuits on a chopping block. With a sledge 
hammer, he pounded them into pellets.
Mr. George worked far into the night.
Early the next day, he shoveled the 
biscuit feed into the troughs. "Here's your food, my hungry friends."
Then, he poured some for the chickens 
and set their baskets aside. Only three eggs were in them.
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As the animals crunched noisily, they 
grew heavier and heavier. Gradually, they 
settled to the ground and stood quietly.
"Saints alive! My biscuit experiment 
worked 1" Mr. George took off the ropes, 
strings, and clothesline and hung them in the 
barn.
On his way out, he absent-mindedly 
grabbed a handful of popcorn. Immediately, 
the animals tried to warn him, "Moo, moo, 
oink, oink, squawk, squawk."
Farmer George did not hear for he was 
sailing higher, and higher, and higher. . ."
VIJAVA and the SEVEN HUNDREDFIND LANKA
by
S. Dorman
Vijaya was rolling on the sea with seven 
hundred of his followers in seven sickle-shaped, 
hemp-bound reed ships. Vijaya was a Sinhalese 
prince, the son of Sinhabahu who had the paws of 
a lion for hands and feet because he was the son 
of Sinhala the lion. Vijaya was half-shaven; the 
right side of his head had been shaved by his 
father as a sign of disgrace. The ocean wind 
lifted the long dark remains of his hair, 
swirling them about his face. The sea was white- 
capped and deep, and Vijaya leaned on a bamboo 
rail staring unhappily at the water.
He and the Seven Hundred had been turned out 
to sea from Gujarat many months before in order 
to placate the wrath of his father's subjects.
The unruly behavior and violent play of the 
prince and his male followers had disrupted the 
kingdom. Vijaya wondered at his father’s 
intolerance and hypocrisy, for Sinhabahu had also 
been violent in his youth. In fact, he had slain 
his own father, the lion Sinhala! Yet remembei— 
ance of this had not been enough to help him 
ignore the demands of his people.
"Send the prince away reproached!" Their 
clangor still rang in Vijaya’s ears, causing him 
to wince even now.
Just then his captain Sena came over to him 
carrying a brass ladle full of water. Sena’s 
head (like those of all the Seven Hundred) was 
also half-shaven, and he worse his remaining hair 
in a plait that trailed over his shoulder.
His black eyes showed concern. "Trouble 
roils your spirit. Prince."
Overhead the changing wind smacked the 
square-rigged cotton sail, flapping it. After 
some moments, Vijaya answered, "I can’ t forget my 
humiliation."
Holding out the dipper of fresh water, Sena 
urged, "Sleep can abate grief. If you’ll let it, 
the rocking ocean will lull your hurt."
Vijaya waved aside water and suggestion, and 
went astern to row. Relieving another of the 
long oar, he reclined on a grass mat in the curve 
of the stern, falling into sculling rhythm beside 
the young noble Gopura.
Bright was the day they found Lanka. The 
hot coppery sands stained red the hands of Vijaya 
and the Seven Hundred as they fell, exhausted, to 
shore. They made camp at the edge of the woods 
at Tambapanni where the sun stood over the high 
dim forest of palms.
Following his meal of lasuna peppered rice 
and fish, Vijaya heaved a contented sigh and 
stood. The silken air and scent of the land had
given him relief • from his grief, renewing his 
will.
"Come, Sena, let’s walk."
They tramped a mile through the woods before 
halting at a blue lake. Between the arms of the 
woods a flock of white pelicans, sailing low, 
fished the waters. to one side ebony and 
satinwood trees lined a hidden lagoon, which they 
entered. Conclaves of egrets nested there. And 
on the shoals fat dry crocodiles, jaws agape, 
sunned themselves and waited.
"This is truly a Resplendent Land," murmured 
Vijaya.
"What, Prince?" asked Sena, breaking from 
his own reverie.
"This place, Sena, shall be called Lanka 
henceforth. Here, if we can overcome its 
dangers, we shall start life anew."
They returned slowly to camp. As they drew 
near, the god Upulvan, hidden in the simple form 
of a wandering ascetic, approached them through 
the trees.
The little ascetic bowed humbly and took up 
Vijaya’s wrists. He held them together palm to 
palm and wound the hands with khoma thread. "I 
bind your hands to strengthen you in temptation. 
Now you are sealed against is as long as you 
will." The seeming ascetic looked up at him and 
smiled. In his smile was a sparkling well from 
which the spirit of Vijaya drank thirstily. Then 
the ascetic vanished and so did the thread, yet 
Vijaya felt its binding still.
"Did you see that, Sena?!" He turned to his 
friend.
But just then a skinny dun-colored bitch 
came bounding through the spindly palm trunks.
"Look, Leader. A pariah!"
By now some of the other followers, having 
seen them returning, came close to look at the 
dog.
"This means civilization is near," someone 
shouted.
And another suggested, "Let’ s follow the dog 
and see where it leads!"
"No doubt to the house of a noble!" 
exclaimed yet a third.
But Vijaya sensed something amiss and said 
firmly that they should not go after it.
So all returned to their camps except Mitta, 
who went following after the bitch. Through 
Lanka he went over limestone and bog; over 
deadfall and stream he sprang. Not a sign of 
humanity did he see. Mile after mile he followed 
the dog until presently it began to bay.
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Dm p  in the forest there wee e glen where 
Kuveni the sorceress set under e banyan tree, 
spinning. She smiled faintly when she heard the 
cry of the returning dog. Both dog and Kuveni 
were demons in disguise. They planned to destroy 
Vijaya and eat the Seven Hundred.
The animal shot between the down-growing 
branches of the banyan and lighted on a great 
crystal of quartz, grinning.
Mltta loped into the glen and beheld the 
sight of Kuveni the beautiful, spinning koseyya 
and singing. A pond sat silent beside the tree. 
Silken thread trailing from the distaff gleamed 
prettily in the afternoon light, and the damsel 
smiled at him. I’m lovely, come, she seemed to 
invite. Spellbound, Mitta proceeded.
When he came close, Kuveni rose swiftly in 
anger for she recognized the god Upulvan's seal 
already on him because he was under Vijaya's 
authority. Therefore she could not yet devour 
him. Rapacious fires roared in her eyes as she 
seized him by the throat and threw him into the 
chasm beneath the waters of the pond. Down he 
sank without a cry.
Kuveni straightened her sari and glared at 
the bitch who took off through the banyan 
branches to gather more men. Then the seeming 
woman sank back against the thick yellow-green 
trunk, muttering against Upulvan.
The pariah returned to the camps, this time 
luring Kula the huntsman away.
Thus, one by one, six hundred and ninety- 
nine went astray from 'the commandment of Vijaya,
until only Gopura — whose name means gate-towei---
was left with him. Together they watched Sena 
disappear between the king coconuts.
"So...Gopura. Only you and I are left while 
the others go, day and night, to find what they 
may. What is it they want that causes them to 
follow a bitch instead of me?” But he understood 
the weakness of their flesh.
"I am true to my name," boasted Gopura. 
"Though Sena and all the others go, I won't, 
Leader."
"We'll see," said Vijaya.
I t  was night when Vijaya threw a crimson 
kambala around his shoulders for warmth, and, 
leaving the fire, started off through the 
seasonal forest in search of his seven hundred 
compatriots. His dignity was gracefully 
expressed as he traveled noiselessly through the 
dark strange web-work of Lanka. Only the small 
and wakeful great-eyed loris noted his passing.
Meanwhile, Kuveni had an abyss full of 
paralyzed men but .needed one more — the sum of - 
all—  in order to break apart the protection of 
Upulvan and eat them. She sat in the opalescent 
night trusting the dog to return with Vijaya.
Kuveni begrudged sharing the men with the other 
demon so she occupied her moments in thinking how 
to do the dog out of its meal.
When the pariah crossed Vijaya's path he 
followed her to the glen. Entering there he took 
in the sight: the grinning dog, Kuveni spinning, 
the moon in the pool. The woman was desirable, 
but the approach to the water was thoroughly 
trampled. Wondering who she was, Vijaya tried 
the spirit of the smiling woman against that of 
the wandering ascetic, and found it specious.
Taking his hesitation as an evil sign, she 
jumped up. But he sprang to the offense, taking 
her by the hair. Winding his fist in the tresses 
he pressed upon her skull. Thus the seal of
Upulvan upon his hands prevented her spirit from 
exiting its temporary abode.
"Spit up my men, witch, lest I send you 
where you would not go."
Kuveni yielded to the prince’s straightened 
will, saying coldly to the dog, "Go, bitch; let 
the water out of my sink."
With its tail ’ twixt its legs, the dog 
descended a hole between the roots of the banyan 
tree, returning not again. Moments later the 
water in the pool began draining with great 
suction to reveal bodies piled to the rim of the 
chasm. Kuveni uttered a few words in the fore-  
tongue of Chingulays. Immediately the men on 
top, Sena and Gopura among them, revived and 
clambered out. Each successive layer followed, 
with the men at the bottom taking footholds in
the rock fissures and tree roots to reach the 
berm. At last Mitta stood on the bank beside the 
empty pond.
One by one they approached the prince and 
kissed his free  hand in gratitude very pleasing 
to witness.
Vijaya sternly reproved the sorceress and 
admonished her to repent.
"Can a demon repent?" she asked, where upon 
the puzzled prince released her hair. She 
vanished.
Between the glen and the sea, the wild 
animals of Lanka woke and scattered before the 
great return of Vijaya and the Seven Hundred.
by
Deborah L. Hunt
He woke beneath the pile of cold leaves, his 
dragon body stretched on the ground. Wind 
carried through the tree branches far above him.
He flexed his eyelids open and lifted the small 
weight of his head. Leaves fell from his scales. 
Slowly, he lumbered over to a rock, the barb on 
his tail swinging outward, and he dropped his 
head to rest on the rock.
Gnarled twisted oaks and piles of leaves lay 
scattered around him. Drippings of mud and moss 
stained the tree trunks and rocks. The wind died 
back down to silence. There was no movement he 
could see. He was alone.
He knew he had been here beneath the leaves, 
but that was all he could remember of himself.
He didn’ t know where he was at, or how he had 
come to wake here, or what he would do next.
Sunlight broke through the high canopy of 
leaves and pierced the dimness. More of the 
woods could be seen. And there was a sensation 
that he couldn’ t make out. It was as though the 
wood's silence crept through the cold he liked 
and burned with a tingling in his mind.
Beyond the tingling, he sensed other images. 
They were looming shapes, cutting out the 
sunlight as they flew, but they had no trace of 
the woods in them that he felt in himself. the 
images lay elsewhere, distances away, and somehow 
he belonged to them, just as he felt he belonged 
to that tingling.
In the wood’s distance he caught sight of a 
slow green brown movement along the ground. He 
felt no need to move to avoid it. The troubling 
thoughts were enough to keep him there, wrapped 
up in his confusion and misery.
As it came closer to him, he saw that it had 
black eyes and a sharp mouth, he stared at the 
smallish turtle, which was weathered almost 
beyond recognition as a turtle. The turtle 
looked at him and paused. From somewhere in the 
midst of his head, he heard a voice. It was the 
turtle’s. The impact startled him. He hadn’ t 
known that it could communicate with him. He 
eyed the turtle with apprehension.
"Well, by the looks of you, you should be a 
dragon," the turtle spoke, its voice filled with 
a critical contempt.
"Can you speak?"
He kept staring at the turtle, feeling more 
confusion. He had no idea how to speak to it.
"I suppose that dragons are one of the 
stupider animals, though I hadn’ t thought so 
before. Are you at least enchanted?"
He had no idea what enchanted meant. The 
turtle crawled closer. Leaves and mud were caked 
on it. It smelled of rotten earth. A yellow 
mottled spot was on its neck. Beyond the filth 
and smell, though, its eyes had a friendliness.
It must have sensed his lack of knowledge for it 
went on speaking.
"Blood and bones, earth and stones. The 
soul of the forest. Denolap, in the souls of the 
few enchanted blessings."
The words made little sense in the chaos of 
his mind. The turtle eyed him further. Then as 
slowly as it had come, it began to crawl off. he 
knew that he liked this turtle and that it was 
leaving because he couldn’ t communicate with it.
The turtle arched back its head to look at 
him and spoke.
"The grass at the mire has grown tender 
enough for eating. If you want you can come 
along. You can come back to your rock later, if 
you wish."
Then it moved on. He watched after it and 
decided to follow it. The turtle made an easy 
path between the tangles of bracken and nettles.
He lumbered after it, keeping a distance between 
them.
The mire was down a slope from where he had 
been. Black mud claimed the ground. When the 
turtle approached the mud, he held back. The 
wetness there made his outside crawl with a 
sensation he didn’ t like, so he found another 
rock and watched the turtle from there.
The turtle sank to its shell at the mire's 
edge. After a few chops of grass, the turtle 
looked back to him at the rock.
"Well, you must have at least understood me 
if you followed. Perhaps dragons are stupid 
creatures after all."
The turtle regarded him further.
"Whether you were born here or not, you 
certainly are a dragon —  wings, fangs, and all.
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Do you have any inclination of where you are?"
He squinted at the turtle. He had no 
inclination.
"You are in the forest of Denolap, dragon. 
Seeds of magic in the ground. There are not so 
many of these forests left. Enchantments in 
woods and stones and we few creatures born here. 
Age weighs upon our magic. Magic blends into all 
else. The blighted souls called men come to 
travel these aging woods to find such 
enchantments for strength and cunning, and take 
away useless twigs and flint."
The turtle edged closer to the mire.
"They are abnormal creatures, men, who have 
no use for turtles and such. They use the woods 
and trudge past the true enchantments. Blighted 
souls blinded with greed."
He looked harder at the turtle. Everything 
the turtle spoke of set more confusion into his 
thoughts. He didn’ t know whether he was born 
here or not. He only knew he had to deal with 
his life from that moment of waking, and that his 
answer lay in what he would do next. The 
turtle’s words rankled in his mind like a knot in 
the gas of his stomach.
"There is a forest, though, which blighted 
souls cannot enter or find, for the magic still 
holds true. It is called Enjolup. The seeds of 
magic here are tired, unlike the forest of 
Enjolup. When the third moon of the season comes 
high instead of low, then enchanted ones can 
enter or leave Enjolup. Third moon high now 
comes twelve nights past this night, and by the 
looks of you, you are an enchanted soul. The 
dragons of the Northern range are not the woodsy 
look of you. You can come to Enjolup with me if 
you wish and be away from the blighted ones."
The turtle had partially sunk into the mud.
"To be away from such souls is my quest. 
Enjolup cares for its creatures. It is a magical 
home, dragon. Or would you prefer to go on the 
quest to the Northern range? At least then you’d 
be with your own kind."
Sliding his head from the rock, he rested it 
on the ground. The looming, haunting images came 
back to mind.
The turtle forced itself free from the mud, 
and left a trail of slime behind itself as it 
approached him. A piece of grass still hung from 
its mouth.
"The grass is tender three more days. Two 
more journeys here for me, and then I leave for 
Enjolup. I take leave for the pond at night.
The mire is too dangerous for such turtles and 
dragons. Be by on the morrow," it said and then 
left.
He watched the turtle until there was only 
the sight of the turtle’s trail of slime. Slowly 
he lumbered back to the pile of leaves and buried 
himself beneath the cold, feeling more distraught 
by what the turtle had said. He wanted just to 
stay here under the leaves and by the rock, but a 
part of him wanted to go to Enjolup with the 
turtle, and another part wanted to go to the 
Northern range.
Night came, and the woods closed in with a 
chilled darkness. The star filled sky seemed to 
hang just above the trees. Moonlight cut through 
the darkness. He lay there awake, watching out 
at the night. Was he enchanted, as the turtle 
had said? It seemed doubtful, but the burning 
tingling in his mind was too tied to the wood9.
The thought of leaving the woods made his stomach 
ache more. He then 6lept with his head wedged to
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the ground.
When dawn came, the sunlight once more 
pierced the woods with brilliant shafts. When he 
woke, he stayed inert and looked at the gnarled 
oaks. He wasn't hungry, and he wasn’t warm, and 
he was still partially buried. The turtle didn't 
come.
He thought of what he would do if the turtle 
never came back at all. His chance to keep its 
company and possibly enter Enjolup would be gone.
From the wood’s distance, a tall, large, 
dark shape approached the glade. He watched it 
with the same disinterest that he had for the 
turtle at first. The dark shape trudged towards 
him. It was an upright creature, the size of 
himself. Its pale thin skin was covered in 
layers of black that flowed in the wind.
He didn’ t move, hoping that it wouldn’ t 
notice him. It didn’ t. But still it came up to 
a rock close to him, shifted its weight upon it 
as if against a pain and sighed. One of its 
dusty black layers came close to him, and he 
smelled smoke and other heavy smells he didn’t 
understand.
Then, all of a sudden, he saw the creature’s 
blue eyes staring at him. It had just seen him.
A wry smile crossed its mouth.
"A dragon you are, no doubt," it spoke
aloud.
He startled. He understood the creature’s 
words just as he understood the turtle’s, though 
they were a different language. In that moment, 
he realized that this had to be one of the 
blighted souls. But it didn’ t seem abnormal to 
him, and it was a man.
"But I don’ t think I have a need to fear 
you. You look more to be a young whelp, and a 
friendly one at that."
The man looked away and sighed once more.
"When I heard of the legends of Denolap, the 
legends of enchantments to be found here, I 
thought a mere walk through the woods and I would 
find an enchantment made known to me. I never 
thought for three days I would wander and find 
nothing but tiredness."
The man reached down to a small branch.
With his coarse hand he tried to snap it. The 
branch stayed whole. The man peered intensely at 
the branch. Frustration crossed his face.
"In any other woods I could snap a branch to 
splinters, yet here the magic is. It is here and 
yet it eludes."
He tossed the branch aside and looked back 
to him with the same intensity that he had given 
the branch.
"There is no doubt you understand me just as 
all dragons understand the language of men."
He looked away from the man. The man seemed 
no more a blighted soul than he was himself.
There was a glimmer of kindness set behind the 
man’s hard disposition.
"It would be then even an enchantment evades 
me," the man went on. "I am a man at the point 
of trying to grasp at elusive rays of sunlight.
But I, Evantol, do not give up that easily on my 
quest. Do I?" the man asked with another wry 
smile.
His blue eyes studied him further. Then 
Evantol stood back up and trudged towards the 
next part of the woods.
He was still thinking about the man when he 
caught sight of the turtle. The man had been no 
great user of the forest, he thought. Evantol 
was seeking his quest, just as the turtle was
seeking its. Despite what the turtle had said, 
he liked the man.
The turtle crawled closer and stared at the 
man's indentations in the ground.
"So you’ve had a visit from a blighted 
soul," the turtle spoke, the disdain it felt in 
its words.
"The damnable creatures."
He merely looked at the turtle, already 
having made his own opinion about the man who had 
been there.
"Warn you, dragon, beware of that lowsome 
soul, he might wrench enchantment from your very 
dragonness. A tooth, perhaps, for a charm."
The turtle focused its black eyes on him.
"Well, each creature to its own. Only say I 
never warned you about the blighted souls.
You're welcome to come to the mire."
The turtle turned slowly left. He lumbered 
after it. Even with all the turtle’s bitterness 
towards men, he still liked it, and wanted to 
hear more about Enjolup.
At the mire, the turtle settled down at the 
muddy edge, and he took his place at the other 
rock. Most of the shoots of grass had sunk into 
the mire, turning rotten. The turtle noticed it 
also.
"Beyond tomorrow the grass will be gone, and 
so will we. Enjolup awaits. There is nothing 
here in this woods but old fading enchantment and 
blighted souls. Enjolup awaits us with many more 
mires and piles of leaves, but few other dragons,
I think."
The turtle paused and looked back to him.
"If your quest is for the Northern range, 
the chance for Enjolup will be gone. Few know 
when the next third moon’s high might come. Few 
know how to get to Enjolup. Stay here and this 
forest be yours."
With that said, the turtle turned back to 
its grass. Its words burned in his mind. He 
wanted to stay with the turtle and yet he wanted 
to go on to the Northern range, but there was the 
third moon high. The turtle edged closer to the 
mud. There seemed to be something magical in the 
way it spoke and regarded things. The turtle
then slipped and its head hit the mud. Awkwardly 
it fought to back itself out, and in that moment 
all its enchantment seemed vanished and it was no 
more than a turtle thrashing in the mud. He 
liked the turtle even more in that moment.
Beyond all the enchantment, it was just a turtle, 
as he was just what he was.
The turtle righted itself back on the bank, 
and gave him a sharp look. He didn’t look away. 
The turtle approached him, dripping with black 
slime.
"Be by on the morrow. One more day left of 
mire, then Enjolup with me if you wish," it spoke 
and then left.
The decision weighed in his mind as he made 
his way back to the pile of leaves. The coldness 
of the leaves almost seemed to welcome him as he 
lowered his heavy belly to the ground. If he 
went to Enjolup, he might never make the Northern 
range quest, and find his own kind, and know 
whether speechlessness was in all dragons. If he 
did go on the quest, though, he would never find 
Enjolup or see the turtle again. Frustration 
burned behind his eyes.
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In the morning he felt no closer to what he 
would do than he had the evening before. He only 
felt worse. He lay there with his eyes half 
shut.
There was a trudging coming closer, but he 
didn’t look to it. He didn’ t care. The next 
thing he knew a large, dark shape blocked out the 
sunlight before him. He gazed up to it. Evantol 
sank to the rock beside him. His blue eyes 
regarded him with the same hard intensity but the 
tone of his voice was kinder.
"I had a feeling you might still be here, 
little dragon," Evantol said. "I ’d forgotten how 
truly lonely I am until I spoke to you yesterday 
and found your company comforting."
There was a long silence. Thoughts crossed 
his face with conflicting emotion.
"For the last year I've traveled on my quest 
and with little success," Evantol said with a 
great tiredness. "And now even the enchantments 
in this forest evade me. I search no longer for 
that magical token. But that lack of token won’t 
slow my quest, for I will eventually achieve it."
The man’s eyes seemed as if they were 
staring fixedly at something far more beautiful 
in his mind’s eye.
"It has come to me often in my dreams, 
little dragon, another land that is far from this 
one, a land of magic and beauty. The things I ’ ve 
seen there in my dreams. Starbursts in the 
darkest night. Sunrays on green fields not 
stained by bloodshed. Things that those other 
men could never imagine. I know the difference 
between ordinary dreams and life beckoning me 
elsewhere."
Evantol sighed and clenched his hand.
"What is here for me but bleakness and being 
bound to fighting and butchering men until I ’m 
killed myself? I no longer want to kill or be 
killed."
He saw the man’s eyes brim with inner 
torment and he felt for the man’s pain. Evantol 
was a creature like himself, faced with decisions 
about his very life.
Focusing back from that land, Evantol looked 
to him. His blue eyes were suddenly warm and a 
smile played across the man’s mouth as if he were 
regarding something very tenderly.
"I will call you Wofus," the man said to 
him. "And you will be my friend and companion.
I feel there is more between us than ordinary man 
and dragon."
Evantol reached to touch him on the head. 
The man’s hand felt good as he scratched at his 
thick scales. He moved his head to the side 
under his fingers. Evantol smiled wider and then 
took his hand back.
"Tomorrow morning I leave to resume my 
quest. I will come by tomorrow and we can leave 
together, if you wish."
Evantol walked back through the woods the 
way he had come. He watched after him for the 
longest time. He had honestly thought that the 
man would never return, and then to see the man’s 
pain and longing for his quest. The man trusted 
him and wanted him for a companion.
He sighed. He wanted to go with the man 
just as much as he wanted to go to Enjolup with 
the turtle or go to the Northern range.
The turtle approached the rock on its way to 
the ire. he looked at the turtle with all the 
confusion he felt. The turtle only stared at the 
fresh tracks from the man and continued on.
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"Mire today, Enjolup tomorrow," it said.
When he didn't move to go, the turtle 
glanced back and said it would be by the next 
day.
He spent the rest of the day lying there, 
half sleeping, half thinking. A pain was deep in 
his chest. He didn't even see the turtle return 
from the mire. He had probably been asleep. He 
felt bad for not going to the mire with it.
After all, the turtle had been the one who had 
first befriended him. But what of the dragons in 
range; wasn’ t his place among them? But the 
woods was more within him than anything else.
I f  he went with the man he would be leaving 
the woods, and the turtle, and the quest for the 
Northern range. But still he couldn’ t forget the 
compassion from the man.
He decided then he might go with the turtle. 
Enjolup would be a safe place for a dragon like 
himself. He would wait for the turtle tomorrow.
He only hoped that the man wouldn’t come before 
he left.
Night came. The moon hung higher in the 
sky. When dawn came he found himself buried 
beneath the leaves like he had been the first 
time he woke. Regretfully he eased from under 
the leaves and waited. Dawn passed. He heard a 
trudging through the brush and the man was there. 
Evantol waited a moment, and sat astride the 
other rock.
In the distance he saw the turtle. It 
didn’ t pause when it saw the man. It only kept 
approaching. When it came close enough to be 
seen, Evantol caught sight of it. He smiled 
somewhat.
"I have always found goodness in the sight 
of the familiar turtle," he said and then looked 
to him. "Will you come with me, Wofus?"
The smile was gone. The man’s eyes burned 
with an intensity on his. The turtle crawled 
closer. He caught sight of its black eyes on 
him.
"Please," said Evantol. He didn’ t move.
The man stood abruptly, disappointment on his 
face. The turtle was past them, heading left of 
the mire’s direction. The man trudged off. He 
watched after both of them, feeling as though his 
insides would rip apart.
He couldn’ t take it. The loss of the man 
felt too great. The turtle was fading from 
sight, not even looking back. It already knew.
Sliding his head from the rock, he slowly 
lumbered after the man. After his first heavy 
steps through the leaves, the man heard the sound 
and turned around.
"I wilj be the best man a dragon could ever 
know, Wofus," he said and smiled at him. Wofus 
knew then that he had made the right decision.
TO GED OR NOT TO GED
by
Alexander Martin
Apollo Splratos quietly looked up at the teacher.
"Mr. Spiratos, can I have your application?"
Apollo walked over and sat down in a plush white chair. 
The teacher laughed as she looked over the application. 
"I can understand that you don't have the money to pay 
for this class. Explain why you wrote what you did 
under 'Occupation.1"
"I am a deity. I used to be a very important one. If 
you don't believe me, I have references."
"What references?"
"Odin. Zeus. Maui."
"Where does Odin live? Here in New Smyrna Beach?"
"He lives wherever he'wants to."
"Let me ask you something else, Mr. Spiratos. Why do 
you want to earn a GED?"
"Every god should have one. I want to know this 
country better. I never have had an opportunity to 
attend one of your schools, and I'm afraid that with my 
busy schedule, a GED is about all I can handle right 
now."
"Well, Mr. Spiratos, we can waive your fee if you 
attend every class. As to your occupation..."
"Stop right there, Mrs. Hogshide!" A tall strong man 
with bright gray hair and eyebrows stood up and glared 
at the teacher.
"Yes?"
"I am Odin. You think my friend Apollo is crazy. I'll 
show you who he is 1"
And all the months of practicing and working out in the 
Bahamas and the Fijis had restored Apollo's powers. 
Odin nodded.
ENCOUNTER
by Dwight E. Humphries
Looking into her eyes 
I almost repented,
My hand hesitated 
On the slaughter haft.
As I gazed into the depths 
Warmth beckoned,
Dim memory shimmered;
I heard a faint sound
In the grave where love is still.
Her being laid open
As the bones that notch my axe,
All her cries, all the whispers 
Were naked to the cold 
In my cruel eyes.
Wondering half aloud I grasped them,
Needs all but perished
Lost in my land's ice and snow,
Her hope and love beseeched me.
Still, still orbs human 
And warm they were 
But a corpse light kindled. 
Reflections of myself—
The moon's tower lord 
Whose windows are dark.
Walls agleam with Death’s power,
A laughter that chills the soul.
Almost, the past arose 
And I left her whole 
Already lost in 
My kingdom’s maze.
Almost, almost love 
Walked again.
This woman sweet as absinthe,
A wine of bitter pain.
Apollo smiled and looked at the pretty young teacher 
for the last time.
Milliseconds later, the room compressed into the size 
of a large beach ball.
Odin and Apollo were propelled quickly out of the beach 
ball, regaining their normal size. Apollo grabbed the 
beach ball before it hit the ground. Odin laughed 
jovially at his fellow god.
"Teacher's pet I"
"She had me pegged for a loony I"
"Well, Apollo, she's right. We ARE loony. We're 
gods 1"
And the universe was their beach ball again.
SHE DANCED WITH THE ELVES
by Janet P. Reedman
She danced with the elves when she was young 
And loved them more than mortal kind;
Her parents claimed she was high-strung. 
Cruel classmates swore she'd lost her mind.
I won't grow up, in rage she vowed,
Plucking leaves from dying flowers,
She hated her peers, the giggling crowd,
That never understood her magic powers.
She scorned marriage and giving birth,
She didn't dream of love's first kiss;
Her Destiny was not of earth,
Earthly pleasures she'd never miss.
Father frowned, mother cried for years 
When she vanished into the wood.
But she shed not a single tear.
For her life in Faery was good.
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MARITAL ROBL r^i
by
William Bunce
"One more to go," Miss Caprilli 
announced. She had come in with additional 
ammunition: a cup of black coffee and a 
handful of Oreos. She also dropped the last 
folder on the desk.
Doctor Vincent Sanyez glanced at his 
watch. Seven o'clock. At this very moment 
his wife would be sitting home, guzzling 
martinis and thinking up some good names to 
toss at him whenever he got there. If he 
were lucky, it would only be names.
"Who1re the lucky couple?"
His receptionist stopped licking the 
chocolate crumbs from her fingers. "Mr. and 
Mrs. Hetman. Nice-looking people."
He stuffed as many cookies in his mouth 
as possible and mumbled, "You said the same 
thing about the Holloways. Remember Mrs. 
Holloway tried to skewer her husband with my 
letter opener?"
"Well, you're the marriage counsellor," 
she said brightly. "And you did a marvelous 
job of bringing those lovebirds back 
together."
Vincent polished off the last of the 
coffee. He was beginning to think every 
marriage in America was doomed. Each year 
divorce statistics climbed higher. Nobody 
was immune. Yesterday, a seventy-year-old 
woman said she was cutting her senile husband 
loose because he never surprised her with 
flowers anymore. The magic is gone, she had 
moaned. Then there was the teenage couple 
who wanted to separate over irreconcilable 
musical differences. All they did was argue 
over which record to play on the stereo.
"I could send them away," said Miss 
Caprilli. "I'll say you had an emergency. 
One of your clients tried to cut his wrists 
or something."
"That's all right." He understood her 
impatience. She was twenty-two and 
unattached. Having a good time was almost an 
obligation at that age. "Why don't you just 
show them in, then you can leave. I'll lock 
up myself tonight."
She threw her arms around his neck and 
gave him a big hug. "You're the nicest boss anybody could work fori" As she did some 
disco steps toward the door, Vincent called 
out, "Have a blast--for both of us."
Her voice dropped, as if divulging a 
great secret. "Don't worry about it. This 
guy I'm going out with, he has the body of a 
Greek god.”Wearily, Vincent rose from his synthetic 
leather chair to greet his next case just as 
Mrs. Hetman swept into the room. "Sorry to 
keep you waiting. Things have been a little 
hectic lately."
"That's quite all right," she said, but 
he knew it wasn't. He guided her to one of 
the walnut chairs in front of his desk. With 
her conservative blue dress and single string 
of pearls, Mrs. Hetman looked like a sorority 
housemother out for blood.
In contrast, her husband slipped in 
behind her like a tardy guest to a party. He
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was a powerfully built man with a bushy red 
beard of the type worn by mountain climbers 
and eccentric professors. "This wasn't my 
idea," he apologized, laughing. "I don't 
think there's any reason..." He shrugged and 
sat down when he caught the look from his 
wife. It was easy to see who was boss in 
this family.
Vincent launched into his customary 
speech. He warned them against expecting 
miracles, especially in the first few 
sessions. It wasn't his job to solve their 
problems. Progress could only be made if 
each partner was willing to tear down the 
walls that had been building for years. In a 
few cases, he conceded at the end, separation 
was the only way out.
It was a nice little speech. In his 
twenty years with Family Services, Vincent 
had honed it to perfection. When he was 
finished, Mrs. Hetman was leaning forward, 
nodding in passionate agreement. Mr. Hetman 
had loosened his tie and was staring intently 
at his left loafer. Such undisguised boredom 
aroused in Vincent the slightest twinge of 
resentment.
"If it's all right with you, I'd like to 
know your first names— not only for the 
record, but also because it makes the session 
less clinical. You may call me Vincent if 
you wish."
"June," said Mrs. Hetman, tapping out a 
cigarette. He reached over with his lighter.
"Just call me Hetman,” said her husband. 
"That's what they call me, anyway."
"They?"
"At my work-place of employment."
"Oh." Vincent drew a question mark in 
front of "Hetman” in his records.
Without taking her eyes from the 
counsellor, June Hetman breathed a blue 
column of smoke and added, "Which, 
incidentally, he doesn't have any more."Dr. Sanyez noted the tension building. 
Difficulties on the job frequently translated 
themselves into domestic squabbles. A lack 
of work could sometimes be more traumatic.
"I take it by that you're retired."
Hetman shifted uneasily in his chair. 
"You might say that. I've been away for some 
time, but— " He suddenly became animated, 
striking his fist into the palm of his hand—  
"I'm ready to take over at any time."
His wife cut short this line of inquiry 
by stating simply: "People lost confidence
in him.""I see." Vincent was beginning to get 
the 'feeling that the couple were being 
intentionally vague. It wasn't uncommon. 
Many of his clients struggled to keep their 
outside lives separate from the discussion 
groups. He decided to jump in with both 
feet."Well now, why have you come to see me?"
June Hetman launched into the attack 
immediately. "It’s him. Big Shot. He's 
been seeing women behind my back for years, 
and I'm not going to take it anymore." The
conviction in her voice argued a woman at the 
end of her rope. Vincent had seen it all too 
often: an older woman, after winking at her
husband's indiscretions for years, decides to 
fight back.
He spun in his chair to confront Hetman. 
"Your wife seems to have genuine concerns 
about your extra-marital affairs. What are 
your thoughts on the matter?"
Surprisingly, Hetman seemed to be having 
a good time. Vincent could see glints of 
strong white teeth beneath his luxurious 
growth, as though he were repressing a good 
laugh over the whole situation.
"All I can say is, it's just natural to 
chase women. They enjoy it; I enjoy it. 
It's just clean fun."
A real throwback, thought Vincent. 
Where had this clown been the last twenty 
years? Nowadays, you look at your secretary 
the wrong way, and she has you up on sexual 
harrassment. At the same time, he couldn't 
help but admire Hetman's stubborn independence. Most men would not have 
admitted as much.
"What about June, Mr. Hetman? Don't you 
think you owe her some fidelity in this 
marriage? Perhaps you're being a little 
selfish." He was hoping to insert a modicum 
of guilt into this man's attitude, but by the 
look on Hetman's face, he could see he was 
wasting his time.
"My wife is my wife. She always will 
be. These other girls are just
an...amusement." He gave Vincent a sly 
smile. "Don't tell me you don't have 
something on the side."
Vincent rapped his pen on the desk. "As 
a matter of fact, I'm a happily married man 
and intend to stay that way." That was a 
professional lie. He had been taking a 
rather attractive opthamologist out to lunch 
two or three times a week, but Hetman's smug 
attitude was getting on his nerves.
"There 1 You see?" Mrs. Hetman was on 
her feet shouting at her husband and jabbing 
a finger at Vincent. "And you said there 
were no happily married men on this earth." 
She turned, appealing to the doctor. "Tell 
him this is the Twentieth Century. Tell him 
women aren't going to put up with these 
shenanigans anymore. Tell him— “ her regal 
composure broken, she fell back into her 
chair and dabbed her eyes with some tissues.
Meanwhile, the restless Hetman was 
circling the office, studying the framed 
degrees on the wall, apparently ignoring his 
wife's hysterics.
Vincent took a deep breath and dived for 
more facts. "How many women, to your 
knowledge, has your husband had a 
relationship with?"
"Hundreds 1"
He tried to keep his voice on an even 
keel. "That many."
"Thousands! How should I know? All the 
way back from the beginning. He's an 
insatiable beast who can't be trusted alone 
for a minute."
"It's true," came the cheerful voice 
from the back of the room. "Did you know, My 
Dear, some of these diplomas are in Greek?"
Vincent's curiosity was getting the 
better of his objective approach. The word 
popped into his head: an
uncontrollable sexual desire in men, the male 
counterpart to nymphomania. The only problem 
was that this Hetman appeared to be in complete control.
"How does your husband get the 
opportunity to see this many women?"
By this time, June Hetman was sobbing 
miserably. When she turned her face up to 
answer, he could see faint streaks of mascara 
etched on her cheeks. The poor woman seemed 
to have lost all control. "I don't know. 
Doctor. Sometimes he changes his form..."
Vincent's head snapped up from his 
notes. "Changed his form?"
"Yes— to a deer, an eagle, anything to 
follow them so I wouldn't know what he was up 
to." Then she put a hand over her mouth.
"Now you've let the cat out of the bag," 
said Hetman, returning to his chair. For the 
first time his jaunty attitude seemed to have 
fled. Saddened by his wife's discomfiture, 
he wrapped a powerful arm around her 
shoulders. "I don't suppose, Doctor Sanyez, 
you have made a study of mythology during 
your career."
"A little." Vincent wondered where all 
this was leading. "You mean the ancient 
gods— Zeus, Apollo, that lot?"
Hetman brightened. "Precisely." He put 
a forefinger under his wife's chin as if 
posing her for a picture. "We are 'that 
lot'.""I don't understand."
"This is my wife Hera, and I am known by 
the name of Zeus. If you are of the Roman 
persuasion: Juno and Jupiter. I told her it 
wasn't appropriate to come here, but she 
insisted. Her jealousy is notorious. 
Perhaps you have heard of the affair with Io, 
where I had to turn the poor girl into a 
heifer to escape my wife's wrath; or 
Callisto, whom Hera transformed into a bear 
before setting her among the stars. I could go on and on."
His wife was still sniffling. "He's 
right," she said, pulling herself together. 
"We have no right to burden you with problems
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of Immortals. It's just that after all these 
years..."
Vincent watched as Mr. Hetman consoled 
her. It was quite an act, he had to admit. 
He put his glasses on the desk and dropped 
the folder into the wastebasket.
"All right, Mr. Hetman— or whoever you 
are--I think this has gone far enough. I 
have heard many cases today and am very 
tired. My wife is home waiting for me, and I 
hope you won't force me to summon the 
security guard by pursuing this little joke."
"You're wrong about that," said Hetman. 
"Your wife is passed out on the couch."
Vincent walked around the desk and put 
his hand meaningfully on the intercom. They 
seemed to get the picture.
"Thank you for your sympathy, Doctor 
Sanyez," said the alleged Mrs. Hetman. "It 
was good to get someone to listen, anyway."
Her partner still remained cheerful, 
shaking Vincent's hand just as warmly on the 
way out as he had on the way in. Before he 
closed the door, he turned and said, "You 
know, Doctor, just because you don't believe 
in us any longer doesn't mean we cease to 
exist. "
After they had left, Doctor Sanyez 
reached into the bottom drawer for his 
aspirin bottle. This was the last time those 
urologists on the fifth floor were going to 
make a fool of him, he swore. Last April 
they had sent a man up in a gorilla costume 
to complain about his wife "monkeying
around." Mis Caprilli almost fainted when he 
got off the elevator. It appeared they were 
getting more subtle in their practical jokes, 
if not any funnier.
Just as Vincent left the office building 
the sky opened up as if it had been waiting 
for him all day. The rain and wind lashed 
fiercely against his London Fog as he made 
for the parking lot at the end of the block. 
Before getting completely drenched, he 
managed to dive under the awning of one of 
the basement bars scattered along the avenue.
Suddenly a couple burst through the 
doors and knocked against him. It was Miss 
Caprilli and her date.
"Oh, it's you, Doctor Sanyez. I see you 
finally got free.”
"It's a long story," he sighed, wringing 
out a hanky and wiping his face. "I'll tell 
you all about it Monday morning. You'll get 
a good laugh."
Meanwhile the attractive young man by 
her side kept grinning at him in the most 
peculiar way. Miss Caprilli stepped to the 
side. "By the bye," she said, "I know you 
two haven't met. Doctor Sanyez, this is 
Herman..." Just then a brilliant blue finger 
of lightning crackled above them, followed by 
a deafening roar that drowned out the end of 
Miss Caprilli's sentence.
The young man reached out, clasping 
Vincent's hand warmly and bowing in the old- 
fashioned style. "On the contrary, I think 
we are already acquainted."
T H E G I R L  
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by
Linda Woeltjen
"What do you want to be when you get 
big?" one of the older girls asked. Her 
voice was not friendly.
Laura looked up at her, feeling nervous. 
She had a special dream. Maybe if she shared 
it with the bigger children who ruled the 
playground, they would like her."When I grow up,“ she answered bravely, 
"I want to be a princess."
"Hahl" said the big girl, while her 
friends snickered and pointed at Laura. 
"Only daughters of kings are princesses. 
You're certainly not onei"
Laura looked down at her tattered 
clothes. No wonder they were laughing at 
her. Until this moment, Laura had thought 
you could learn to be a princess, just like 
you could study to be a doctor or a teacher.- 
Once she had seen one of the boys squash 
a bug. He had ground it into the' dirt with 
his foot till no trace was left. That was 
what she felt had happened to her dream, but 
she said nothing about it to her mother when 
she went home.
They lived in a run-down shack, and her 
mother worked very hard just to keep food in 
the house. For the first time, Laura 
realized how shabby everything was. The 
playground children were right. She couldn't
possibly be a princess- Laura didn't have a 
king for a father, in fact, she had no father 
at all.
*****
Several weeks later, Laura's mother told 
her, "We are going to live in the King's 
house."
So they left their drab house. Laura 
couldn't wait to see the King's palace. She 
expected it to be big, with towers, banners, 
and a drawbridge, encircled by a moat.
Instead, it was just a big, pretty, but 
ordinary house. Laura and her mother were 
given a room to share with some other people.
The next day, Laura's mother was set to 
work washing dishes and doing the royal 
mending. Laura was disappointed when she 
realized they had come only to be servants I
In the following weeks Laura made 
friends with the other workers. Joanna liked 
to bake and always let Laura lick the 
frosting bowl. Paul worked in the yard and 
often brought Laura pine cones or pretty 
rocks that he found.Her favorite person was Margery, the 
young woman who did the household laundry. 
Margery whistled while she folded clothes. 
Sometimes she would drape sheets over the 
folding table, so Laura could play house 
beneath it. Other times, Laura would be 
assigned to help with the laundry. Then, 
Margery taught her songs and they sang 
together as they worked.
Wherever she went, the people around her 
eventually began talking about the King and 
his son, the High Prince. Laura thought it 
odd that servants should speak so lovingly of 
their masters, but what she heard made her 
realize that the King was truly kind to those 
who worked in his household.
"Look at what the King has given me," 
Margery exclaimed one afternoon as Laura 
arrived to help. In her hand, the laundress 
held a shiny new iron. Laura thought she'd 
have preferred a doll, but she could not miss 
the joy on her friend's face.
That night, Laura asked her mother, 
"Have you ever seen the King?"
"No," answered her mother. "No one has, 
but I have seen the High Prince."
"Can I see him, too?" asked Laura.
"I hope you will, some day," said her 
mother.
It would not be true to say that Laura 
was always happy. She grumbled often about 
making beds and picking up other people's 
things. She still wanted to be a princess.
"Don’t you wish you were a princess?" 
6he asked her mother one day.
"But I am a princess," her mother 
answered.
"You, a princess 1 Impossible 1" said 
Laura. “You're not a king's daughter."
"I am now," her mother told her. "The 
King has adopted me."
"If you are a princess, why are you 
doing all this housework? Let the servants 
do it for you."
"There are no servants. All the people 
here are part of the King's family."
"But what fun is it if you all have to 
work? There should be just a few princes and princesses, so the others could wait on
them," said Laura.
"And which would you rather be?" asked 
her mother.
"A princess, of course."
"And who would you choose, among all 
these friends of yours, to be the servants?"
Laura lowered her head. She now 
understood that it wouldn't be fair, or fun, 
for some to do all the work just so she would 
not have to do any."Well," she said, finally, "if you are a 
princess, at least that means I'm one, too." 
She cheered up, imagining a crown on her 
head.
"No,” said her mother, "you're not a
princess unless the King adopts you. Just
being a princess's daughter is not enough. 
But, if you learn how to be a true servant," 
her mother explained, "you may be given the 
opportunity to be adopted."
"How will I know that I have become a 
true servant?" asked Laura.
"You won't know, but the King will. One
day, you will hear a knock at the door. The
High Prince will have come personally for you 
with the King's invitation. Then, if you 
obey the King's summons, you will be made a 
princess."
*****
Laura soon became happy in the King's 
house. All the residents seemed to be her 
family now. Most of all, she liked the idea 
that someday she might be adopted by the King 
just as her mother had been. The only thing 
Laura didn't like was what she would have to 
do to become a princess. She would have to 
be a true servant, and she hated work I
But Laura was determined to become a servant. She decided there must be some 
great secret to it and that the person to ask 
would be the Head Steward. He was the one 
who assigned all the work. He was also the 
one who did the ickiest jobs, like taking out 
the garbage and fixing the plumbing. He was 
the first one up in the morning and the last to bed at night. Though he worked harder than 
anyone else, he seemed the happiest. The 
Head Steward must knowl
"What is the secret to becoming a true 
servant?" Laura asked him one day.
"That is something you must discover for 
yourself." His words reminded Laura of what 
her mother had told her. The steward looked 
her in the eye. "If you are serious about 
wanting to be a true servant, come to me 
early each morning. I will do what I can to 
help," the Head Steward promised.
The next morning, Laura was up at dawn. 
When she went to see the Head Steward, he 
simply handed her a list of jobs to do. 
Laura was not happy to have sweeping and 
mopping the kitchen added to her usual
chores, but she did all the things on the 
list.
Each morning she went to the steward and 
got a new list. Each list was longer than
the one the day before. She groaned inside,
and grumbled to herself, but she did the work.
At the end of a week, Laura went to talk 
to the Head Steward. "I'm ready to be a
princess now," she told him. "I've learned 
the secret to true servanthood; obedience."
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The Head Steward shook hi* head. "No,"
he told Laura, "obedience is only the key. 
But, if you keep using it, you will find the 
secret."
Laura was disappointed. "But I hate the 
jobs you're giving me," she whined.
“Then stop thinking about the jobs," he 
answered, handing her a new list.
One of the jobs on the list was fixing 
lunches for some of the princes to take with 
them when they went out into the city to 
work. Laura decided it would be fun to 
surprise them with special lunches. She made 
roast beef and mustard sandwiches, orange and 
pear salad, with berry turnovers for dessert.
The princes must have enjoyed their 
lunches for each of them thanked Laura when 
they got home from work. Laura began to see 
that work was more fun if she thought about 
the people she was doing the work for, instead of the job itself.
She didn't even notice that the lists 
were getting shorter. She did her jobs 
because she wanted to, not because she had 
to do them.
At the end of a month, she spoke again 
to the Head Steward. "I think I know the 
secret now; love." She smiled. "Will I be a 
princess soon?"
"Soon, perhaps," he answered, "but not 
yet. Love is the doorway to the secret, but 
you must continue through that doorway to 
find it. You need not come to me any longer, 
though, to learn how to serve. Just follow 
your heart."
At first it was difficult, without any 
list at all, for Laura to know what jobs to
do. She tried to remember the things she had 
done that had made her friends happy.
Soon, it was like a game, trying to 
guess what would make others happy before 
they had even thought of it themselves. 
Serving in love was such fun that she felt 
like she was dancing instead of mopping the 
floor— and maybe she was I
One evening the Head Steward found her 
as she was just putting the dinner dishes 
away for him, so he would have some extra time to read his favorite book.
"It's been a year since we've talked 
about you becoming a princess," he said. 
"What's happened?"
"I've been enjoying helping my friends 
so much," she answered, "that I haven't had 
any time to think about becoming a princess. 
I'm having such fun that it really doesn't 
matter anymore."
The Head Steward smiled at her. "So, 
you have learned the secret to being a true 
servant.MFor a moment Laura was surprised. Then, 
when she thought about it, she realized what 
the secret was.
"I suppose wanting only to be helpful is 
the important part. I became a true servant 
when I stopped wanting to be a princess."
The Head Steward nodded. Laura could not 
tell whether the twinkle in his eye came from pride in her accomplishment, or from some other 
secret he might be pondering.
"Becoming a princess or prince," he said, 
"has nothing to do with wanting. I imagine you 
will learn that, as well, one day."
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"I will help you kill the King of the 
Fomors," said the big, ugly man in the corner of the rundown tavern.
Ilmenaur and Tyrai, who had been 
speaking in whispers at their rickety table, 
fell silent and turned to stare at the man in 
the corner.
A great broad fellow, his ugliness was 
appalling. His bald head gleamed in the 
torchlight, as did the raised purple scars 
that marred his flat, expressionless face. 
His clothes hung in tatters about his massive frame.
"Your ears are keen," said Ilmenaur, a 
coldly handsome young man with flint-grey 
eyes and unkempt black hair. He fingered his 
dagger. "Too keen for my liking! How would you like them cut off?"
The big man made a choking noise and rose, eyes bulging.
Tyrai, slender and white in the folds of 
his dark mantle, gripped Ilmenaur's arm. 
"You should not have spoken so. The stranger is angry."
"I am not afraid," said Ilmenaur haughtily.
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The ugly man strode over, his meaty 
fists clenching and unclenching. "I offered 
you my assistance. Why do you treat me like 
scum?"
Drawing his dagger, Ilmenaur picked at 
his strong white teeth. "I do not like 
eavesdroppers."
Beneath the table, Tyrai kicked 
Ilmenaur's leg. "Come join us," he then 
invited, extending a hand to the glowering 
stranger. "Let me buy you a mug of ale. 
Then mayhap you can tell us why you wish to 
slay Bolg, King of the Fomors."
The huge man thudded into a chair, while 
Tyrai called out to a serving wench, who 
brought three flagons of ale on a tray.
When the stranger had drained his cup, 
Tyrai folded his hands and leaned across the 
table. "Now tell us your name, and why you 
are interested in Bolg."
"My— my name is Baranek," stammered the 
man. "Above that, I can tell you little 
about myself. My origins lie in shadow...You 
see, I have been tortured, ruined by Bolg." 
He rubbed his scarred face. "The King, blast
himl, tried to make me into a Fomor."
"How dreadful I" cried Tyrai. "How long 
did he hold you prisoner?"
"I cannot remember; my mind is cloudy 
from the sorcerous elixirs he forced me to 
swallow. My only clear memories are of 
Bolg's final attempts to transform me, and of 
the pain and anger that caused me to lash out 
violently and escape.
"I also recall a lady held prisoner in 
Bolg's tower. She treated me kindly, and 
even tried to help me escape, though her own 
life must have been grim. I often heard Bolg 
beating her. I want to kill Bolg to avenge 
myself and the lady."
"Fair enough," said Ilmenaur. nodding. 
Cool-headed now, he saw Baranek in a new 
light. The big man knew the Fomors' 
dwellings, and therefore might prove useful.
"Now," said Baranek, "tell my why you 
seek Bolg's death."
Ilmenaur tossed back his long black 
hair. "I am Prince Ilmenaur of Turannos 
Archaim, younger brother of King Tuoralinnen. 
My brother bade me end the Fomor peril, which 
endangers the safety of his realm."
Tyrai sniggered into his hood. "As if 
you care about Turannos Archaim's safety."
Ilmenaur flushed; his grey eyes 
glittered. "Personally, I coun't care less 
if the Archaim and Tuorlinnen sank into the 
sea! B I am in disfavour, Baranek, because 
of a youthful indiscretion, and I must wield 
sword for the realm in order to receive my 
allowance from my brother. If I abandoned my 
quest tomorrow, I would be a penniless pauper."
"Ah..." said Baranek, "but what of you?" 
He pointed at Tyrai. "Why do you journey on 
this quest?"
Tyrai cast back his hood, revealing 
silver-pale locks and a tapering white face 
crowned by jade-green eyes. A jewel 
glimmered on his lower lip; another shone'in 
a depression on his brow. "I am Tyrai of the 
Asrai," he said. "My people, who dwell upon 
the Isle of Tir Na Mhara, have long been 
plagued by the Fomors. Three months ago, my 
sister Amli was felled by a Fomor dart. I 
demanded the Asrai seek revenge, but King 
Pryderi would not muster an army, so I set 
off alone. Upon nearing the Fomors' Isle, a 
sorcerous storm arose, blowing me to these 
shores, where I met the Lord Ilmenaur."
Baranek nodded toward Tyrai. "Well, you 
and I certainly have ample cause to hate the 
Fomors. I shall do everything in my power to 
see the evil King dead.”
"Good," said Ilmenaur, tossing back the 
last of his ale. "Let us now seek our 
pallets, so that we may rise early tomorrow."
The next day the three men paid the 
innkeeper and trudged into a snowing morning. 
In silence, they journeyed toward the sea, 
following a crumbling road built by the North Kings in the morning of the world.
By eve, they stood on a lonely beach 
bordered by a scruffy birch-wood. The wind 
howled through the trees, and the sand eddied 
and gusted in confusion. Out across the sea, 
a single light glowed.
"See that light?" Ilmenaur asked Baranek.
Baranek nodded.
"Tell me what it is.”
"I know only too well," said Baranek 
gravely. "'Tis the watchlight atop Bolg's sea-tower."
"Well done. You do know the Fomor 
realm. So come, help me build a coracle to 
bear us over the waves." Ilmenaur began 
picking at the driftwood that littered the 
beach.
Bewilderment filled Baranek's face. ”1- 
-I cannot help you," he stammered.
Ilmenaur looked vexed. "Why in the 
Gods' name not? You must contribute to the 
effort, Baranek!"
"I know not how to build a coracle." 
The words burst from the bald, ugly man's 
lips. "I know nothing, Ilmenaur! I am like 
a babe, a tiny babe! Bolg did this to me, he 
must have! Ah, I am just a child, despite my 
size." He began weeping.
Ilmenaur scowled. "Oh, stop your 
bawling. If you cannot build, so be it. 
Tyrai and I can manage."
Baranek toppled onto a log and continued 
6obbing. Ilmenaur cursed, and then turned 
his attention to constructing a seaworthy 
coracle. Tyrai went to help Ilmenaur, but 
his green eyes kept travelling to the 
rocking, shuddering figure of Baranek.
"Something is very odd about that man," 
he said softly, a frown creasing his brow, 
and then his worried gaze turned to Ilmenaur. 
But, busy with his coracle, the young Prince 
did not notice his stare.
At moonset the three men set off in 
their hastily-made coracle. Baranek sat like 
a lump at one end of the flimsy craft, his 
ugly head bowed, while Ilmenaur and Tyrai 
paddled with flat spears of driftwood.
Ere long they caught sight of Tech 
Duinn, isle of King Bolg. A small jut of 
black volcanic rock, Tech Duinn was crowned 
by a pointed greenstone tower. The lanterns 
in its windows shone as pale as corpse- 
candles, and cages filled with skeletons 
dangled from the rim of the mighty parapet.
Ilmenaur stared up at the tower, his 
breath whistling through his teeth, then he 
said, “Well, we are here at last. Yonder 
rocky outcrop looks to be a likely landing 
spot."
Tyrai moored the coracle, and the three 
men clambered onto the dread isle, pulling 
their hoods over their faces to avoid 
detection. Then they tramped across the 
rocky ground to the door of Bolg's tower.
No Fomor guarded the door, and the 
companions entered the stronghold 
unchallenged, climbing the long, winding 
stair inside the tower. At the top of the 
stairs, they paused on a freezing platform. 
Lightless corridors wound away on either side 
of them.
"Which way to Bolg's throne room?" 
whispered Tyrai. "Do you remember, 
Ilmenaur?"
Ilmenaur shook his head. "No. It's 
been ten years, Tyrai. Baranek, do you know 
where Bolg's chambers lie?”
Baranek shuffled toward the right. 
"This way," he mumbled. "Bolg often changes 
the layout of his tower to avoid capture, but 
I doubt if he's moved since I escaped a week 
ago."
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for tenBaranek led the other men through the 
dank, stinking corridors. No Fomors were to 
be seen; Tyrai theorized that most of them 
had entered winter hibernation in caverns 
beneath Tech Duinn. Stealthily the 
companions moved through the shadows, 
brushing aside vast cobwebs, choking on the 
thick, fetid air. Silence reigned.
Then, suddenly, the quiet was shattered 
by a woman's scream.
Baranek started; his bald head shot up, 
glistening with sweat. "The good lady!" he 
gasped. "Bolg is abusing her again!"
Ilmenaur's head also shot up. His face 
was tense and pale.
"Easy, friend," said Tyrai, placing a 
gloved hand on the young man's arm. "Don't 
act rashly."
Slowly the trio moved forward, seeking 
the source of the screams. Soon they 
discovered an open door leading into a 
chamber. The sound of the cries and smashing 
furniture came from within the room.
Baranek began to shake and quiver; tears 
oozed from his small eyes. He clutched his 
torso with big, unwieldy arms. "I— I can't 
go in," he wailed. "I just can't. I want to 
help the lady, but I'm too afraid."
Ilmenaur scowled at him. He felt sick 
and angry, and, strangely, fearful of 
Baranek. "You miserable coward," he snapped. 
"A lot you've done for us, you great babel 
Stay behind then, and keep out of trouble!"
Drawing their swords, Tyrai and Ilmenaur 
entered the chamber. Inside they found Bolg, 
dread king of Winter's Isle, leaning over a 
woman who, though fallen, still shouted 
defiance at him.
Nigh as tall as a giant, Bolg was 
dreadful to behold. One eye glowed in his 
forehead, and a double row of shark-like 
teeth jutted from his mouth. A long, double- 
jointed arm sprouted from the middle of his 
chest.
The woman lying at his feet was young, 
with long greenish-dark hair and smooth, 
blue-tinged skin. Dark eyes smoldered 
balefully in her shapely face as she strove 
to fend off Bolg's blows.
She ceased fighting when she caught 
sight of Tyrai and Ilmenaur. Her eyes 
widened in surprise, and she cried,
"Ilmenaurl"
"Ethli..." White and trembling, 
Ilmenaur stumbled forth. "Bolg, you 
bloody..."
"Keep back!" Grinning, King Bolg yanked 
a mace from a bracket on the wall. "So 
you've returned, Ilmenaur Ap Turyalaynenl 
About time, I dare say! But I am glad. I 
have waited long to kill you, Sea-King I"
He rushed at Ilmenaur, whirling the mace 
above his conical head. Ilmenaur dashed 
under his single arm, shouting for Tyrai to 
attack from the other side.
Bolg roared angrily. "Your plan won't 
work— not if you have any feelings for this 
whore." Dropping his mace, he reached down 
and snatched up the girl at his feet. He 
held her in the crook of his arm, a honed 
nail pressed against her jugular.Ilmenaur lowered his sword. Sweat 
dampened his hair.
"So--you still love sluttish little 
Ethli," leered Bolg. "I am rather surprised.
After all, you haven't seen her 
years. Would it bother you if I..."
He scraped across Ethli's throat, 
drawing blood. Ethli shrieked in pain.
Ilmenaur gave a strangled cry. "Drop your 
weapon," ordered Bolg.
Ilmenaur’s fingers loosened on his sword
hilt.
Suddenly a roar like that of a maddened 
bull reverberated through the tower, and into 
the room charged a crimson-faced Baranek. 
"You mustn't hurt the lady anymore!" he 
bellowed, his voice breaking with anger.
Bolg laughed, and swung Ethli out of 
Baranek’s reach. "So, Ilmenaur, I see you've 
met up with Baranek. Ah, yes, I am so 
pleased he found you."
Ilmenaur's brow grew dark as a 
thundercloud. "Found me? Did you plan 
this?" He whirled to face Baranek, who was 
puffing and shuddering with rage. "Traitor," 
he snarled.
Baranek stared at him as if he had gone
mad.
"Oh, Baranek's no traitor to you," 
smirked Bolg. "He doesn't know the meaning 
of the word, Prince Ilmenaur. Besides, 
children can't be traitors, and he's but a 
child. A big, mutated child. Your child, 
Ilmenaur of Turannos Archaiml"
"No!" Ilmenaur turned ashen-grey. "You lie! Ethli, tell me that he liesl"
Tears dripped from Ethli's eyes. "Alas, 
he speaks truth, Ilmenaur. On our last night 
together I conceived a child: Baranek. Bolg
took him from me at birth and began 
experimenting on him. Baranek is the only 
male of Bolg's line and therefore his heir, 
but Bolg thought Baranek's appearance too 
human, so he attempted to give him Fomorian 
size and features. You can see the results 
of the experimentation: a huge, deformed
child, larger than most men but with a boy's 
brain."
Bolg smirked. "I failed to make the boy 
a true Fomor, but I am not unhappy. For the 
hideous halfling is your heir, as well as 
mine! Your noble brother has no sons, does 
he? If Tuoralinnen should die, you would be 
King, and if you died, Baranek. I laugh to 
think of Bolg's half-Fomor grandson upon the 
throne of Turannos Archaiml"
"It will never happen!" Ilmenaur cried. 
"No one would accept him!"
"Who else would be King?" hissed Bolg, 
inching closer. "Tell me who, Sea-King! You 
will get no more byblows, man, for you will 
be dead!"
"Ilmenaur, look out!" Tyrai cried out 
and flung himself forward as Bolg released 
Ethli, whipped a dagger from his belt, and 
hurled it at Ilmenaur.
Ilmenaur whirled at Tyrai's shout, and 
the knife missed his heart, striking deep 
into his right shoulder. "Gods!" he cried, 
clutching the blade."Ilmenaurl" Ethli screamed, and she 
rushed to Ilmenaur's side and flung her arms 
around him. Leering, Bolg retrieved his mace 
and swung it threateningly.
"Now I can kill two birds with one 
stone," he said. "A bloody Sea-King and a 
faithless daughter."
At that moment Baranek blundered forth, 
waving great red fists. "You mustn't kill
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theml That be my mother— and my sire!"
"Get back, you fooll" Spittle flecked 
Bolg's foul green lips. "Do you not realize 
I kill them for you? If Ilmenaur dies, you 
will become Crown Prince of Turannos Archaim1 
You shall inherit a kingdom one dayl"
Baranek paused. "I'll be a King? With 
a crown?" He touched his bald pate as if 
feeling for an invisible crown.
"Yes, yes," said Bolg. "A rick King 
crowned with goldl--but only if Ilmenaur 
dies. If he lives, he’ll prevent you from 
inheriting, by not acknowledging you. He 
thinks you hideous— can you not tell?"
"Yes.” Baranek*s eyes were half-lidded. 
"He does not like me. He spoke cruelly to 
me."
Bolg's grin widened. Stepping back a 
pace, he used a hooked finger-nail to yank a 
double-handed sword from a weapons display on 
the wall. He tossed it to Baranek, who 
caught it clumsily.
"Do the deed," he said. "Slay the 
bastard who begot you then wanted to forget 
you. Kill his faithless leman, too."
"But why must I kill the lady— my— my 
mother? She never did me any harm I She was 
always kind!"
"Do you think so? She told a lie just 
now, Baranek. I did not rip you from her 
arms to turn you into a Fomor--until she 
begged me to."
"He lies!" screamed Ethli as Baranek 
stepped forth, raising his long, cold sword.
Bolg laughed darkly and lurched along 
behind his grandson, eager to see murder 
done.
Suddenly Baranek swung around to face 
the grim King. "I have you now, Bolg!" he 
screamed through gritted teeth. "You are the 
liar, not my mother! You claim that she told 
you to transform me— why then did she weep 
when you injected me with your potions? And 
why did she once try to smuggle me from the 
isle? Bolg— grandfather— I may be a child 
trapped in a huge, ungainly body, but I am 
not a total simpleton, and I am going to kill 
you 1"
"No!" shrieked Bolg, retreating a step. 
"You are wrong, Baranek! The whore hates 
you; only I care! I would see you King!"
"You would see me dead!" Branek 
descended on Bolg, wildly swinging his sword. 
Bolg retreated, snarling, holding his mace up 
before him.
"Don't try, Baranek," begged Ethli. 
"Bolg will slay you!"
"I will try!" roared Baranek. "And if I 
die, what loss? None but you, lady, care if 
I diel" Dropping his sword, he sprang at 
Bolg, his blunt-fingered paws outstretched. 
His enormous bulk slammed into the taller, 
thinner Fomor, knocking him backwards out one 
of the tower's big, curved windows. Bolg 
scrabbled uselessly at the stonework, then, 
fast as a striking serpent, flung out his 
long, muscular arm and looped it about 
Baranek‘s knees, dragging him into the window 
frame.
The boy-man gave a child-like wail, and 
then he fell, plummetting down like a stone.
"Godsl” cried Tyrai, kneeling on the 
sill and staring after him. "I must go and 
see..."
"Don’t bother with that creature!" 
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yelled Ilmenaur, who had plucked Bolg’s knife 
from his shoulder and was bleeding profusely. 
"Attend to me!"
"You have Ethli to help you!" cried 
Tyrai, and he sped from the tower to find the 
King of the Fomors' grandson.
Tyrai found Baranek lying in a pool of 
greenish blood at the foot of the tower. At 
first he thought he was dead, but then he 
heard him groan. Rushing forth, he rolled 
the big man onto his back, relieved to find 
that most of the blood had come from Bolg, 
who lay underneath Baranek, his skull crushed 
by his grandson's gargantuan body.
Tyrai tore his cloak apart and swiftly 
bound Baranek's wounds; a slash down one arm 
and a gash on his forehead. Then the Asrai 
dragged the unconscious man over the rocks to 
the coracle.
Minutes later, he was joined by Ilmenaur 
and Ethli, who were both holding a wad of 
cloth to Ilmenaur's shoulder. They clambered 
into the flimsy boat and Tyrai began to 
paddle with a strength that belied his frail 
appearance.
Ilmenaur, sitting in the prow, refused 
to look at the slumped form of Baranek, or at 
Tyrai, whom he considered to have acted 
treacherously in tending the wounded Baranek 
instead of him. Ethli, seeing her old 
lover's stony expression, the way his eyes 
skipped over Baranek, began weeping quietly.
"When we land, we must find a warm, dry 
place to rest," said Tyrai, as they neared 
the green coast of Essarnadon, "or I fear 
Baranek may die."
"I hope he does!" cried Ilmenaur. "He 
is an abomination, and, as things stand, heir 
to Turannos Archaimi"
Ethli let out a loud sob. "How could 
you be so heartless, Ilmenaur?" snapped 
Tyrai. "He saved your life, and he killed 
Bolg!"
Ilmenaur crossed his arms defensively 
and would say no more.
When the coracle landed, the resourceful 
Tyrai built a birch-framed shelter and placed 
Baranek in it, under the care of his tearful 
mother. Then he roughly hauled Ilmenaur up 
the strand, paying no heed to the Sea-King's 
injured arm.
“Ilmenaur, we must talk," he said, 
pushing the Prince onto a log. "I take it 
you still desire Ethli."
"Yes, of course I do. Having her, after 
so long, is like a dream come true."
"If you want to keep her, you must 
accept Baranek, too."
"I can't and I won't! He is hideous!"
"What are looks? He is brave, and 
deserves more than your scorn 1 He saved you, 
by the Gods!"
"I won't acknowledge him, Tyrai!"
"Then you will lose Ethli!"
"No! Ethli loves me!"
"Aye, but she loves Baranek, too. After 
all, he is her child, born from her body. I 
think she would choose him over you, if a 
choice had to be made, for she knows you can find other women, but Baranek is loved by her 
alone."
"I won't let her leave me."
"You would hold her a prisoner?"
Ilmenaur groaned. "No. But
surely...Tyrai, what would Tuoralinnen do if
I brought Baranek home? He disapproved of 
Ethli to begin with: she's the reason Tuor
forced me to go questing 1"
Tyrai nodded. "He wouldn't be pleased 
to see your son. But perhaps less angry than 
you think. He believes you selfish and 
irresponsible, Ilmenaur— and he is right, I 
am sorry to say. Prove to him that you are a 
man responsible for his own actions, who has 
the courage to acknowledge and take care of 
his injured bastard son, and mayhap he will 
warm to you."
The two men tramped up the pebbly beach. 
They could see Ethli standing beside their 
rough shelter, her arm around Baranek, who, 
though conscious, looked dazed and pale.
"Ethli, where are you going?" cried 
Ilmenaur.
"Far away,” she said tearfully. "I know 
how you feel about Baranek— but I have 
feelings too, and although I love you, I 
won't abandon my son. I'll take him into the 
wilds."
"Nol "
"I told you, I won't leave himl"
"You don't have to." Taking a deep 
breath. Ilmenaur looped his arm about 
Baranek's thick waist. Baranek stared at 
him, amazed.
"What are you doing?" Ethli cried.
"My duty. Taking my lover and son to 
Turannos Archaim."
Slowly they began walking down the 
strand, a shuffling giant flanked by a tall, 
dark prince and a green-tressed Fomor 
princess.
Tyrai watched as they disappeared into 
the brightening east, hoping that all would 
turn out well for them, especially for poor 
Baranek. Then he squatted on the sand, took 
his Asrai flute from his belt, and made a 
song about the King of the Fomors' grandson.
THANK YOU to all our letter writers! 
Now do it again, okay?
Thank you for including a generous two sam­
ples of my work in your first issue. It is gra­
tifying, to say the least, to finally see myself 
in print. Despite the modesty of the editors, I 
was extremely pleased with the illustrations, 
particularly the larger one, for "The Accuser."
Among the work by other writers in the is­
sue, I was especially impressed with "The Woods­
man" by Pendred Noyce (what a marvellous name for 
a writer of the mythic!). Not only was the idea 
of retelling a traditional fairy tale from ano­
ther point of view interesting, but the writing 
style was evocative, involving, and authorita­
tive. Print more by this person, please.
I was surprised at how many of the stories 
in the issue were written "tongue-in-cheek."
While humour certainly has its place in fantasy, 
and is immensely enjoyable when well handled, I 
think one has to be careful of confusing genuine 
humour with mere silliness or sarcasm. The lat­
ter is much easier to produce, and of much less 
merit.
Angelee Sailer Anderson 
Huntington Beach, California
Issue One was quite varied in subject mat­
ter. I hope more stories about Agnar the troll 
amd Thomas the Rhymer will be coming. Zychau- 
murg, the wizard in "Mourning Light," is quite a 
nut; in all his years as a wizard, I'm sure he 
must have done something interesting. Several 
stories were weak in places, but fair.
"The Woodsman" was interesting, since the 
wolf’ s side of the story has been told but to my 
knowledge never the hunter’s. Red Riding Hood 
and her whole family seem to be as bad as the 
evil Being in "The Accuser." All of them seem 
angry with the hunter for saving Red and her 
grandmother. What next. Sleeping Beauty punching 
the prince out for waking her up?
How about some news concerning the Mythopoe 
ic Society? What else does it do besides put out 
The Mythic Circle (perfect name) ? Good luck.
Ronald C. Morgan II 
Norwalk, California
7 like Sleeping Beauty punching out the p r ince  - 
maybe something about in te rrup t ing  the dreamtime, 
eh? The Mythopoeic Society is a non-p ro f it
o rgan izat ion  centered  around a deep apprec iation  
f o r  the Horks o f  J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lenis,
Charles Uilliams, and the mythic and fan tast ic  
l i t e ra ry  trad it ions on mhich they drem. The So­
ciety publishes Mythlore, a quarter ly  Journa l,
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mnd Mythprint, a monthly newsletter — sub sc r ip ­
tions to e ither  o f  these c o n fe r s  Society membei— 
ship. Members get together on a monthly basis in 
many locat ions throughout the U.S.f). to d iscuss  
books, although membership is  international.
Every  summer we gather together f o r  "MythCon," 
our annual con ference . This year i t ’ s in Milwau­
kee and our guests o f  honor a re  Chr is topher Tol­
kien and John Betla irs. This is a lso the 20th 
ann iversary  f o r  the Society. Ue’11 try  to run an 
ad somewhere in this issue; maybe we’// tempt you 
into going.
There were some pretty good stories in The 
Mythic Circle. "Mohawk" could have been my fav 
but it 'wimped out’ at the end; its lack of a re ­
solution that related to a natural unfolding of 
events made it become a non-story. That makes my 
fav for the issue "The Woodsman" — it’s poignant, 
but not mushy.
I like the idea of a special section for 
young writers —  let’s give them all the encoui 
agement we can. But how about some strong edit­
ing and discussion on what makes a good story so 
that it’ ll be a learning experience for these 
young writers, rather than just a chance to get 
their stories in print?
Charles de Lint
Ottawa, Canada
I rea l ly  have ambivalence about th is because most 
young w r ite rs  are  super-sens it ive  and 1 don’t 
want to put them in print with one hand and then 
’ s lap them down’ with the o ther hand. Or are  we 
making them "second -c lass  c it izens"  by not giving 
them the same crit ic ism we give to the other 
w rite rs?  — CL
You’ ll see some other fo lk s  have cr it ic ism s o f  
our handling o f  the Mythopoeic Youth section —  
what do you all think? Ue’re  de f in ite ly  open to 
suggestion. In this issue, as I persona lly  know 
our young writer, 1 worked with him and we did  
some pre-pub licat ion editing, including removing 
severa l b locks o f  text that re la te  to the story  
as a chapter in a longer work but have very l i t ­
tle to do with advancing the tale o f f e r e d  to you 
in these pages. — LM
We wish to convey our best wishes to you on 
your Editing and Publisihing venture! Re: your 
first issue, "In The House Of Good Fortune" and 
"The Accuser" were written by Angelee Sailer An­
derson (our daughtei—in_ law) and we are extremely 
proud of her. We believe she has the magic and 
many messages for the world in the written word 
and wish her much success. Thank you!
Katy & Ernie Anderson
Huntington Beach, California
Uouldn’ t we all j u s t  love to have jn - laws like 
that?! *sigh* They also subscribed...
Although I realize you are faced with the 
problem of getting as many stories, poems, and 
illustrations into each issue as you can manage, 
the overal "look" would be improved by widening 
the margins (including top and bottom), and the
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readibility would be enhanced (for those of us 
whose eyes aren’ t what they used to be) by using 
a slightly larger type. Some of the space thus 
lost (perhaps most of it) could be regained by 
reducing some of the artwork in size. The art­
work itself might benefit from such a move. For 
example, the cute illustration of the princess 
(on pg. 13) would have been more effectivew had 
it been smaller; as it is, the picture totally 
overwhelms the page.
I was a little concerned about the italics 
being removed from Agnar’s musings on pg. 12 lest 
the reader think Agnar was talking aloud. This 
is obviously a minor "beef."
I applaud the decision to include some stoi— 
ies by youngsters to encourage them to get more 
deeply involved in creative writing, and we cei— 
tainly don’ t want to discourage them by harsh 
criticism. Nevertheless, I think we do them no 
favor by publishing stories that are replete with 
grammatical and punctuational mistakes. The only 
way any of us learns to write well (either crea­
tive or technical writing) is to have our materi­
al criticized -.- constructively, of course.
Nonetheless, since the foregoing constitute 
the sum total of my "negative" reactions, I hope 
it is obvious to you that my overwhelming reac­
tions to the first issue are extremely positive.
You are to be congratulated for bringing it off 
so impressively.
Doug Rossman
Baton Rouge, LA
Picky, picky, picky! Actually, this is  ju s t  the 
kind o f  positive crit ic ism we’ve been hoping to 
receive. I think you’ll f ind  at least some of 
your excellent suggestions are  implemented in 
this second issue and we'll continue to work on 
getting better...
How do you suggest we go about dealing with 
youth s to r ie s?  Should we c o r r e c t  and edit at 
will and let the author know about it privately, 
in co rrespondence, o r  should those changes be in­
d icated in pr int some way? I ’ ll bet lots o f you 
out there have opinions on this — we’d love to 
hear them.
In the first edition of Mythic 
Circle, Spring 1987, we erroneously 
printed a letter not intended for 
publication. A revised edition and 
second print run has been made and 
the letter has been pulled. Please 
excuse the blank space.
Thank you,
Lynn Maudlin 
Christine Lowentrout
I want to say you’ve turned out a fine first 
issue! What a delight it is to encounter material 
with so much potential. But you asked for comments 
about the specific tales, so...
I like David Gaston’s "Mourning Light," al 
though I was initially a little disconcerted by 
the tongue-in-cheek tone. But I thought the day/ 
night reversal effective and the ending touching.
The reverse angles in "The Troll Boy" and "The 
Woodsman" are both well handled. Also Angelee 
Sailer Anderson’s "The Accuser" was intriguing.
I think she handled the nature of the Accuser 
quite well.
Charles Rampp’s "Mohawk” is interesting, but 
it felt a little choppy to me. I think it would 
have been better with a bit more elaboration.
And lastly, to offer my support to the two 
Mythopoeic Youth selections... Neve Mattaliano’s 
"Empress Blue Meets Pharaoh" is a delightful 
little gem, and its ending has a nice twist.
Anna Maxie's "The Witch And The Lily" shows a lot 
of promise. Her prose needs more polish, but 
that will come with practice, I think. One has 
to start with a good story, and she does have the 
bones of that —  it simply needs some fleshing 
out.
Sarah Beach
Los Angeles, California
I quite enjoyed The Mythic Circle, Issue #1, 
with very few reservations. I had some difficul­
ty with the two Mythopoeic Youth works, but I ap­
plaud the spirit in which they were offered —  my 
most valuable comment to each young author is 
READ, READ, READ! The most pleasant and e ffec ­
tive way to learn the fundamentals of good writ­
ing is to read voraciously. I also found "The 
Princess In The Teflon Slipper" to be uneven - 
sometimes quite lame and occasionally very funny;
I have the feeling that the author tossed it o ff 
rather casually.
I found "Mourning Light" thoroughly engaging 
and I enjoyed the cleverness and light tone so 
much that I was quite taken aback by the Prin­
cess’s blinding and rather surpised that Gaston 
could redeem this horrible event so effectively.
I found "The Woodsman" to be delicious and 
"The Troll Boy," while not at all what I expected 
from the opening paragraphs, was a real delight.
I also thoroughly enjoyed Lavinger’ s "In Pursuit 
Of Precious Things," though the illustration of 
the radiant princess overpowered the very short 
story a bit.
I had problems with the logic of "Talking 
Sword" —  would a wizard really give up immorta­
lity for such reasons? I think not. I also had 
trouble with "Mohawk" stylistically; I felt I had 
some idea where Rampp wished to take the tale and 
it required putting me inside his hero's skull —  
unfortunately, I was never quite able to fit in­
side and I was distracted by the profusion of el­
lipsis. On the other hand I was especially de­
lighted by B. Callahan’s illustration of the 
story.
I enjoyed Christopher’s retelling of African 
myth (I believe something similar appears in Chi­
nese myth but I am no expert) but I noticed it’s 
easier for me to read the non-justified columns;
I also found the type a little small.
I preferred Anderson’s "In The House Of Good 
Fortune" to her "Accuser," but perhaps I found 
the religious symbolism a little heavy for my 
taste. Conversely, while I expected Charles de 
Lint to trash the Christian faith after reading 
his intro, I was pleased with the balance and his 
portrayal of the priest.
Finally, I found Jomil Mulvey’s poem a real 
gem; why did you hide it on the last page? Even 
with some quibbles about art and layout I found 
The Mythic Circle #1 to be an excellent begin­
ning.
Frances Garland
Miles City, Montana
We d idn ’ t rea l ly  hide Jomil’ s poem on the last 
page...we Here at the end o f  layout and that’s 
j u s t  nhere it seemed to f i t  best. Ue cou ld  have 
le f t  it out, but, hey! that ’s a good poem.
Congratulations on a fine start on Mythic 
Circle. I particularly enjoyed "The Princess In 
The Teflon Slipper," because one of my favorite 
subgenres is the respectful fairytale parody. To 
be ideal, an item in this field must be both pa­
rody of the standard fairytale and its motifs, 
and a good example of literary fairytale in its 
own right. The two finest examples of this in 
print are Tanith Lee’s Dragon .Hoard (Ace, $2.95 
pb) and Jane Yolen’s Sleeping Ugly (Putnam, $4.95 
pb, 1981). Perhaps not a classic, but very funny 
and charming, is Chelsea Quinn Yarbro’s Baroque 
Fable (Berkeley, $3.50 pb, 1986).
Great luck with future issues, and don’ t 
neglect to add Christine and Lynn's illustrations 
to future issues out of false modesty; they are 
very good and appropriate. Those who enjoyed
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Pendred Noyce’s "Woodsman" as much as I did may
want to listen to another sensitive variation on 
Little Red Riding Hood on Nancy Schimmel’s fine 
storytelling record. Plum Pudding (Sister’s 
Choice label).
Anne Osborn 
Riverside, CA
Anne Osborn is a p ro fe ss iona l  l ib ra r ian  and 
ded ica ted  spec ia l is t  in ch i ld ren 's  l i te ra tu re  — 
cou ld  you tell?! Thanks f o r  the in fo , Anne!
Hooray for the first issue of Mythic Circle!
I think that the idea of having a writers’ round­
table in print is a splendid one. However, I do 
feel a little shy about giving criticism when I 
haven’ t any manuscripts to o ffer iri return. (I 
did go through my files hoping to find something, 
but the only things I’ve written in the past few 
years are parodies heavy with in-jokes and per­
sonal references. How do the editors feel about 
criticism from noncontributors?
Three Blessings -  Christopher
This was charming and, happily, no longer 
than it should have been. The only flaw I see in 
this kind of thing is that it doesn’ t make much 
sense unless the reader knows the baby is J.R.R. 
Tolkien. But that shouldn’ t be a problem for the 
readership of Mythic Circle.
The Woodsman -  Noyce
My problem with this story is a philosophi­
cal one. Now mind you, I ’m not the sort who 
finds divine retribution every time a character 
sneezes or stubs his toe. I am supremely com­
fortable with the concept that bad things some­
times happen to really nice or innocent people.
But in this story the author seems to have deli­
berately presented his protagonist’s misfortunes 
as retribution. Yet there is no clearly present­
ed reason why the woodsman is being punished. I 
dimly sense that it is connected with the killing 
of the wolf, but I don’ t see why. I really feel 
that the philosophical underpinnings of a story 
like this should be just a little clearer to the 
average reader.
On the plus side, I compliment Noyce on his 
pregnant style and the ominous way the story 
builds. One small and unconvincing detail: with 
the approach of winter I would imagine that the 
price of firewood would be rising, not falling.
But then, I ’m just a city girl 
Talking Sword -  Schabel
I really enjoy this sort of story, where the 
fantastic intrudes upon the mundane. And humor! 
There’s not enough of that in fantasy fiction. I 
found myself galloping through to the end despite 
minor flaws.
Criticisms: Don’ t apologize for a character 
who doesn't swear. Being obscene is not yet man­
datory, either in life or in fiction. Besides, 
it’s better to let readers get to know the chai— 
acters first hand by what they say and do, rather 
than by having the author pointing our their 
characteristics and explaining them. I'd also 
steer clear of any dialect I wasn't sure I could 
handle. (I don't mean the sword. The sword is 
such a unique character that I’ ll accept almost 
anything there.) But take the two thugs on page
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19. I think they'd be better o ff  speaking stan­
dard English. Especially since one moment 
they’re talking like poorly played gangsters in a 
cheap movie and the next they’ re saying, "Quiet! 
Here comes our victim."
I liked Mardrex and I was charmed by his 
predicament. I also loved the way the story 
ended.
In Pursuit Of Precious Things -  Lavinger
I thought this was wonderfully done. Just 
the right length, charmingly turned phrases.
Maybe not really fantasy, but a good use of the 
furniture. I hope she’ ll have another piece in 
Mythic Circle soon.
Mourning Light -  Gaston
I think this story would really benefit from 
tighter writing. It ’s too long. I love his cle­
ver, funny phrases, but I think he needs to watch 
out that he doesn’ t use too many or use them 
needlessly. Wasn’ t it Samuel Johnson who said 
that when revising his work an author should mark 
all those phrases which he particularly admires 
and then cut them out? I don’t think I’d go that 
far. But it’s advice I try to keep in mind when 
I revise my own stuff.
The Troll Boy -  Rossman
Well, I ’ve saved the best for the last, so 
to speak. I think this story is really well 
written. With many of the stories in the issue,
I found myself mentally recasting sentences as I 
read them. But not with The Troll Boy. I won­
dered if Rossman might have invented a more trol- 
lish word to use instead of "homicidal", but 
that’s a mere quibble. At first, I did have some 
qualms about the story-within-a-story framework. 
But it worked. The only thing is, I was expect­
ing the storyteller to turn out to be Rig in dis­
guise. But my familiarity with Norse Mythology 
is minimal, so it’s entirely possible that Dag 
really is Rig and I was too ignorant to notice.
Alyson Parker
Canoga Park, CA
Uoa! Nice Ions le t te r  that, fu l l  o f  good obsei— 
vations and crit ic ism. Thank you, b less you, and 
keep ar it ing ! As f o r  non -con tr ibu to r ’s re spond­
ing, we fe e l  f ine  about it — in fa c t ,  we act ive­
ly encourage it. The sk i l ls  o f  ar it ing , editing, 
and cr it iqu ing aork don’ t necessary  overlap and 
it aould be d read fu l  to deny the r ight to do one 
simply because a soul d idn ’ t do the others...
About "The Uoodsman," this is an in terest ing  
response on your part, as i t ’s a completely d i f ­
fe ren t  read ing than mine — I don’ t see it as 
re tr ibu t ion  nearly  so much as a loss o f a specia l 
kind o f  resonance that the aoodsman shared  aith 
the aoods and the aild and the ao lf.  Kill ing the 
ao lf  es tab lished once and f o r  all his alignment 
aith his spec ies, as a ’c iv i l iz e d ’ being and, 
th e re fo re ,  no longer in complete harmony aith the 
aild.
I ’d like to say, first off, that I’m glad 
Mythic Circle has come into existence! There 
seem to be very few places non-professional (pre- 
professional?) fantasy wrtiers can go to get 
their material in print, and get any kind of res­
ponse.
I was prepared for the first issue to con­
tain a few cute-fairy-tales or Tolkien clones.
"The Princess In The Teflon Slipper" kind of fits 
the first label; though there were good laughs, 
there was a lot of silliness where there could 
have been wit.
I was delighted to see a story by Charles de 
Lint, whose books I enjoy, but I don’t think I 
need to waste space commenting on his work. I 
thought that "Mourning Light" was nearly as good 
—  the prose was the best in the magazine, with 
humor keeping an otherwise straightforward-seem­
ing story firmly this side of cliche. I had some 
problems with the motivation of characters in the 
middle of the tale (it seemed to be edging toward 
farce) but that is a small quibble.
Another story I found very impressive was 
"The Accuser," whose exquisitely slow pace inten­
sified very little action.
My next favorite was "The Troll Boy." I 
liked everything about this tale, except it seem­
ed to me that a crucial element was left out; 
why did Agnar come to be the way he did? (Could 
it be the author has another story in that?)
Tied with that was the short-but-delightful "In 
Pursuit Of Precious Things."
I felt very ambivalent about "The Woodsman," 
though I read it with fascination. Like the
i—i ee: s h a i—r
movie “Dragonslayer," I find 20th Century lack of 
morals or lack of raison d'etre, when cobbled 
awkwardly into the form of fairy tales, to be 
just dreary and disappointing. Why bother? 
There’s enough of that in mainstream lit.
"Talking Sword" had a good idea, but needed 
some heavy editing, I felt. The prose was unne­
cessarily clumsy. "Mohawk" was fun, at first, 
but didn’ t seem to know where it was going.
Lest I sound too critical in this first res­
ponse, I will stop at that, and add that I read 
everything here with interest. I was also pleas­
ed to see the "Youth" section, and I hope you 
will continue with it!
Thanks for doing what looks like a LOT of
work.
Mary-Edith Bridges 
Seattle, WA
How n ice io have someone recogn ize  the tabor — 
i t ’ s not all glory days and champagne. In fact,  
th e re ’s been no champagne whatsoever! U.aiter, 
waiter---Over here!
REO WIZARD
by
Ronald C. Morgan II
Arthur O'Malley, travelling through 
Ireland to visit his brother, came to a sign 
near the entrance of a forest. The sign 
read, "Warning 1 Haunted Forest."
"Haunted forest," Arthur thought, "what 
nonsense 1”
He passed the sign and entered the 
forest. After several yards, he saw another 
sign. "Last warning. Come no further."
He passed the sign and pushed his way
through tall weeds and vines that blocked his 
path. After some time, he came out into a clearing.
about a hundred feet away was a huge 
mansion, very old, and starting to sag at one 
side. It looked like the perfect place for 
someone to hide a treasure, which was 
obviously the only reason to try to keep 
people away, unless you believed in ghosts.
He crossed the field and climbed the
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long flight of steps to the front door, which opened with a loud creak.
The corridor was long and dark. He 
could see dust, nearly an inch thick, 
covering the floor. There was a thick, musty 
smell in the air. He could dimly see several 
doors along the corridor.
He felt the dust. It had been there a 
long time, he decided, so he was probably the 
first person who'd been in the house for many 
years, and the treasure, if there was one, 
certainly must still be there somewhere.
He opened the doors, which led into 
small rooms: a trophy room, a study, a 
library, and a living room. He checked all 
of them, but found no trace of any 
treasure.
The last door led to the kitchen, and a 
door to the right of that room led to a 
staircase winding upstairs. It was so dark 
on the stairs that he couldn't see a thing, 
so he held tightly to the handrail and 
climbed slowly up.
The staircase led to another corridor 
lined with doors. All led to bedrooms in 
varying stages of decay, the last being the 
master bedroom, which seemed well preserved.
By this time, he was tired, and decided 
to rest for awhile in e large room. "After 
all," he thought, "I'm the only one in the 
house, so that makes me the master."
After eating a meagre dinner of cold 
beans which he'd packed in the sack he 
carried on his back, he lay down to sleep on 
the large bed, which seemed incredibly soft.
Sometime later he woke up, wondering what had wakened him. He listened, and heard 
footsteps coming down the corridor towards 
the room he was in.
He hid in the closet, planning to jump 
whoever it was if they came in.
The footsteps stopped in front of the 
door. He listened intently, hoping whoever 
it was would turn and leave, but a moment 
later he heard a crash as the door was kicked 
open, and the footsteps came in, stopping 
right in front of the closet door.
He waited for whoever it was to open the 
door and find him, but the room was silent.
At last, unable to take the suspense any 
longer, he flung the door open. Lying next 
to the bed were two feet.
Before he'd recovered from the eerie 
shock, he heard something heavy come thumping 
down the hallway. He wasn't surprised when 
the door swung open and two legs crawled over 
to the bed and fell over.
He flung the door open and ran into the 
hall, almost bumping into a body crawling 
towards the master bedroom, stomach muscles 
bunching and flexing, causing it to slither 
along like a snake.
He stared in horror as it passed him and 
entered the room. In a moment, he saw two 
arms come towards him, moving themselves 
along by bending and straightening their 
elbows.
He couldn't take it any longer. The 
parts weren't doing anything, and he had a 
feeling they wouldn't until the head came. 
He raced down the steps and nearly stepped on 
a hand, coming up the porch steps walking on 
its fingers, its right-handed companion 
beside it.
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"The head's almost here!" he thought. 
What could he do? Wait. He had one chance. 
He hurried back to the room and ran to the 
window. Looking down, he could see the head 
rolling towards the house.
"I'll wait until it comes in," he said 
to himself, "then jump."
As soon as the head went through the 
front door, he swung himself onto the 
windowsill, and started to jump, but 
something held him back. Looking over his 
shoulder, he saw the two hands had somehow 
gotten onto the window and were holding his 
shirttail. He struggled to free himself from 
them, but it was too late.
The head came through the door and 
rolled over to the window. It stared up at 
him, eyes red, and said in a hoarse voice, 
"Don't go. Please help me."
"Do...do you want me to...bury you?" 
Arthur asked, remembering that that was what 
most ghosts wanted.
"No," it said, "I want you to put me 
back together."
He pried the hands free and flung them 
at the head, knocking it over.
"Put me back together," it moaned, "if 
you don't, someone will, someday, someone 
else who's not afraid of Nedesca's warnings, 
and then I'll get you. I swear it, by 
Samhain and Hecate."
"You can't hurt me the way you are now?" 
the man asked, climbing down from the window, 
fear replaced by curiosity.
"No," the head said, "I am at your 
mercy." It stared up at him and said, "But I 
will pay you well. Money means nothing to_ _ IInr© •
"What am I supposed to do?" Arthur 
asked. He could use the money.
"Simply put me back together. Press 
firmly until you know I'm reattached, but 
make sure you don’t put me together crooked."
Arthur picked up a foot and a leg and 
pressed them carefully together. He was 
surprised to hear a faint 'click.' He 
continued until the figure was in one piece.
The man stretched himself, making sure 
he had been fitted together correctly. Then 
he said, "You'd better go. Nedesca will be 
here soon. He knows you helped me."
"Who?"
"Nedesca," the man, who was obviously 
not entirely human, explained, "another 
wizard. He used a shattering spell to make 
me break up into the horror you saw." The 
wizard shivered. He was still shaken from 
the experience.
"If you're a wizard," Arthur said, "then 
why didn't you just put yourself back 
together?"
"Because my power is affected by the 
condition my body is in. I was barely able 
to move about. My life force was already 
fading by the time you came."
"Then your threat to get me was just 
scare tactics, eh?”
The wizard seemed to be listening to 
something. "Go now," he said, "he's coming 1"
The wizard pointed his hand at Arthur. 
Everything went black for a moment, then he 
found himself back at his home, a pile of money beside him.
Two days later, he was awakened to see 
the wizard standing in his room, dressed in a
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"Yes," the wizard said, "I just came to 
thank you." He bowed and faded away like a 
ghost. Arthur rolled over and went back to 
sleep.
Arthur enjoyed his money for several 
weeks. Then, out on another trip, he saw a 
cave with a "keep out" sign on it. He went 
in, thinking he'd help some troll or 
something and get another reward, and ended 
up getting caught by the sidhe.
"Don't worry," one of the faeries 
assured him as it led him to the mine he was 
supposed to work in, "you'll only be here for 
three hundred years."
THE HOMECOMING
by Janet P. Reedman
"Go home," the wind sighed through the trees, 
“Go home," the stream cried, running fleet, 
"Co home," wailed the grass under his feet, 
"Winter brings yet another freeze—
Cold is the castle that you've left;
The woman in her robes of blue,
Who pledged eternal love to you,
Is dwelling there, and bereft."
He turned and galloped down the path;
Clouds bunched on the edge of the dales,
Or was it smoke in darlking veils
That rose before the great storm's wrath?
He reaches his door in the rain;
Dampness glistens on fallen leaves,
As the bereaved knight kneels and grieves;
His beloved household has been slain.
And as he kneels, bowing his head,
"You're too latel" the icy winds scream, 
"Alasl" murmurs the lonely stream;
Mute grass wraps the bones of the dead.
H O C  V
by
S. Dorman
In the Kingdom of One Million Elephants, 
where the tigers are holy, there is a tribe of 
people called Kha Kho. They live in the purple 
mountains where the Mekong River spills. There 
are the oldest and brownest of the Southeast 
Asian tribes. This is because when the great 
pumpkin of tribes was cut open with a hot knife 
the Kha Kho, like seeds, were the first to tumble 
out and their skin was seared by the heat of the 
knife.
It is in this land that the swift gray rains 
of Nyam Fon, the rainy season, beat down on the 
little Deng and his mother as they travel over 
the mountain.
In the rain Deng hears a gibbon singing. 
Looking up he sees the gibbon, a black ape with 
white hands, hanging from a palm branch. Sud­
denly, the gibbon drops a big nut that bounces 
sharply off the boy’s toe.
"Ow!"
Dropping his mother’s hand, Deng grabs up 
the nut and chases after the gibbon. It swings 
high into the treetops, so he runs along the 
ground under the trees.
"Come back, Deng! Come back!" cries his 
mother in great distress.
However, Deng feels he must fling the nut 
back at the silly gibbon. He runs fast, but is 
soon left behind by the tail-less black gibbon.
So he drops the nut and turns back, calling 
through the storm to his mother. But the rain of 
Nyam Fon, which washes the green jungle, drowns 
all Deng’s shouts.
Wandering in wide circles he calls, "Mother! 
Mother!" Only the thunder answers.
After many hours he finds shelter under a 
hut that is perched on stilts. Deng is soaked; 
he sneezes but he is so tired that he soon cries 
himself to sleep.
The light is pale when the morning comes to 
the Kingdom of One Million Elephants. The sun is 
still out of sight, cooling in the mountains. A 
mist lies in the valleys below.
Deng is still sleeping. The mo sado, a name 
that means medicine man, comes out on the porch 
of his grass hut with a bowlful of rice liquor in 
his hands. It took many hours to distill the 
rice liquor and this is his last bowlful of it.
Beneath the hut, a spider scurries across 
Deng’s nose, waking him. Last night’s rain drips 
from the Bides of the hut, beading the many webs 
that are spread underneath it. Deng begins to 
study the spiders who sit quietly in the middle 
of each web waiting for flies.
Unknown to him, mo sado stands on the porch 
of the grass hut gazing out across the misty val­
leys. With the last bowl of rice liquor in his 
hands, he starts down the rickety steps to the 
ground. At this moment, Deng, who is following a 
centipede, pops his head between the top and se­
cond steps.
"Yiiii!" Mo sado stumbles over the boy. He 
lands on his seat in the mud. His morning drink 
has spilled into last night’s puddles. He turns 
and sees Deng.
"Monkey! The phi pop will torment your body
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and all its souls for this!" Tha phi pop is an 
evil spirit.
The angry medicine man shakes his fist at 
Deng, who runs away. Crashing between the stems 
of bright red frangipani, Deng breaks into the 
jungle.
Glancing over his shoulder, he looks to see 
if the terrible phi pop is following him. He is 
in such a hurry he does not see the hanging vines 
in his way. Deng rushes into them, becoming en­
tangled. His heart thumps wildly. He fears this 
is the trap of the phi pop.
So he waits, trembling all over, but no phi 
pop comes.
Suddenly, upon his wrist, he spies the spine 
of a fish his mother had tied there with a cotton 
thread. He hopes this charm has succeeded in 
slowing the attack of the evil spirit. Listen­
ing, Deng hears only the happy forest sounds, the 
busy hum of insects.
"Cop chai," he whispers his thanks to the
Deity.
He frees himself from the vines and walks 
on. The phi pop is not pounding on him as quick­
ly as he had expected. Maybe there is still time 
to escape!
The bright tail of an Argus pheasant appears 
in the green leaves above. Just then Deng remem­
bers his mother's talk about Muong Sing! She 
once said Muong Sing is a village in the valley 
full of people of all the tribes. Deng thinks 
that among so many people the phi pop would have 
great trouble finding him.
Now he pads happily down through the jungle 
toward the valley.
In the middle of the day he sits beneath a 
coconut palm. Beside it, sunlight dapples an am­
ber stream. He dips his feet in the water, but 
not for too longs he does not wish to awaken the 
nam phantom, the water spirit. He rests against 
the smooth gray-green trunk of the palm. Gurg­
ling, the water flows by. Green branches seesaw 
back and forth in a high breeze. Presently Deng 
sleeps.
But soon, like a wave of Nyam Fon, a watch­
ful quiet sweeps over his napping place. He fid­
gets then jerks awake, expecting to see the 
dreadful phi pop.
He has forgotten about the one holy animal 
that can silence a jungle and scatter all evil 
spirits. There, not far away, is the largest 
tiger he’s ever seen. Long and orange as a 
flame, the striped beast stands with its front 
paws planted in the water. It swishes its bright 
tail once, a warning that it will attack. Deng 
scrambles to his feet and runs for his life.
A tiger will usually chase anyone who runs, 
pulling him down by the throat. However, this 
tiger merely twitches the long white whiskers of 
its great face and watches the boy disappear 
through the tall tree trunks.
Much later, breathing fast, Deng finally 
halts before a buttressed tree that stands on its 
roots as though on stilts. He grasps a woody 
liana vine, which grows like thick twisted ropes 
by the trunk, and pulls himself way up into the 
sunlight. Still gasping, he rests his head 
against the tree trunk. His stomach growls. He 
misses his mother.
Deng now realizes the demon phi pop has been 
scared away by the holy tiger. Deng’s mother, 
like all the Kha Kho mothers, has much faith in
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tigers. She’s even made a little pillow in the 
shape of the tiger's head for Deng to sleep on so 
he wouldn’t have nightmares. The tiger, then, 
saves him from demons —  but who will save him 
from the tiger?
Moving about on a branch, Deng has broken 
the stem of an ant plant. Inside the stem he 
sees the ants at work tending their tiny live­
stock of mealy bugs. He giggles at their antics. 
Breaking a leaf, he studies the workers, eggs, 
larvas, and pupas.
Time slips on as the sun moves across the 
sky in the Kingdom of One Million Elephants.
One the same mountain, which stands between 
the valleys of Nam Tha and Muong Sing, a small 
tone building — a pagoda—  nestles high among the 
jstubby pines. The roof of this pagoda has flying 
white prayer banners. Tts tiny bells tinkle in 
the wind.
Deng’s mother toils up the mountain path to­
ward the pagoda to pray for his safe return.
Soon the wind will carry her prays, like the in­
cense she burns, all the way to heaven.
Meanwhile, where Deng sits high in the 
trees, it is suddenly very quiet.
Then swish, swish. Fear runs fingers up 
Deng’s backbone. He hears the sound of rustling 
palm fronds and turns from his ants to look be­
hind. There in the next palm tree, tail waving 
in warning, the tiger looks at him. Its great 
golden eyes stare at him.
The terrified boy screams. Yelping, he 
slides down the trunk.
He runs. Then he spies a path that goes up 
and down the mountain. He stops and looks out 
into the valley. There he sees the village Muong 
Sing. Deng starts down the path toward it.
Suddenly the jungle stiffens in fright.
Without seeing it, Deng knows the holy tiger is 
now below in the green bamboo canes by the path. 
The rumble of Nyam Fon’s thunder sounds from the 
far away Mekong River. Deng hurries uphill, away 
from Muong Sing.
Higher up, the song-filled mountain is 
unafraid. Deng thinks this means the tiger must 
not have followed. Panting, he slows down. He 
sees the pagoda, its prayer banners fluttering, 
at the top of the path. But though afraid, he 
thinks of sneaking down past the tiger to get to 
Muong Sing. He turns to go back down to the 
valley.
Suddenly the great fierce tiger appears. It 
charges, catlike, for Deng. Its jaws open wide, 
roaring.
Yelping, Deng throws himself through the 
open door of the pagoda. His mother catches him. 
With great surprise they scream for joy. They 
kiss one another and weep.
The tiger? He turns and goes off down the 
mountain. It is usually best to do as a tiger 
wants.
COSMIC BURIAL.
by
C.A. Pickett
The emotional pull of the immense black hole 
of Clarence’s grave curved my thought toward it, 
even though I directed my will to concentrate on 
the minister’s eulogy. No more true words would 
be spoken; no more real things would be done. 
Clarence’s genetic disposition would only survive 
in me.
Like a phoenix suspended on a string, the 
preacher, who spread his gigantic wings above his 
head, to span the heavens, and whose bony wrists 
protruded from the white fringe of his shirt 
cuffs, expressed my loss incompletely: "To every
thing there is a season, and a time to every 
purpose under heaven: A time to be born, and a
time to die..." And I wondered what time it was 
now.
Shirtless, muscular men with long hair bound 
by thin cloth bands, the solemn Egyptian grave 
builders, shoveled dirt into the black hole. The 
dirt, directed by the emotional field of the 
black hole, slammed heavily on the casket top... 
thump...thump. My knees weakened with the vision 
of being confined in the casket —  the me in him 
buried alive.
Within the bubble of the sound of the thump, 
I struggled for air.
The dirt-drummed thumps on the casket top 
were the same sound that my shoes made on the 
hollow wooden stairs of Clarence’s old house in 
Akron, that summer that we came to visit.
The stairs were lit. by a single bulb that 
gave little better light than a flickering, dying 
candle. At the top of the stairs, through the 
door, we entered Clarence’s and Catherine’s part 
of the house.
My passage through the door gave me the 
sensation of rising from a black hole. Freed 
from the bubble of the sound of the thump, I took 
a deep breath, of not fresh air but of the well 
lived and musty air of the old house.
My parents had arranged for my father’s 
transfer to the Bermuda Islands to come in the 
summer of that year to allow me to finish school. 
We could then spend a weekend at Clarence’s on 
our way.
Although the trip from the railroad station 
in Clarence’s old car had been a strangely silent 
one and I felt as if I were among strangers in a 
cab, with only mutual destination in common, I 
felt that I was among familiar things once I was 
inside the old house; I had been here before, and 
the place was one of my earliest memories.
Catherine spoke, her voice quavery with age, 
regrets, and uncertainty. "Finally, we get to 
see you! I was afraid that I’d never see you 
again. People are so busy these days. They 
don’ t seem to make time any more."
With luggage strewn on the living room 
floor, we stood in silence until Catherine turned 
her moist eyes on me.
"My goodness, you have grown. The last time 
I saw you, you were small enough to fit under my 
arm. Do you believe that?"
I studied the tired and worn rug that 
covered the wooden floor.
"Follow me, my dear," Catherine said to my
mother and began to help her with her things.
"I ’ll show you where you can put your things and 
we’ ll leave these men to themselves."
My mother followed Catherine down the hall 
to a room that smelled of old woman; perfumed 
pouches hid among old clothes in cedar lined 
drawers, and open medicine bottles.
Clarence sat in his customary chair in the 
corner. My father, who was tired of sitting 
because of our long journey that day, stood 
before a window with his back to us. I sat on 
the couch. I was very happy to discover, at the 
time, that my feet rested comfortably on the 
floor. I was in that between stage when 
sometimes they did and sometimes they didn’ t.
Clarence owned the house we were in. He had 
rented out the floor below because he and 
Catherine did not need the whole house to live in 
and because the extra money proved a welcome 
supplement to their retirement income.
My father looked across the side yard below 
the window and said, "You ought to sell this old 
place, Pop. Then you could get away. Come see 
us in Bermuda. You might even move into one of 
those new retirement homes, if you wanted."
"I suppose," Clarence said, slowly, as if he 
were trying to choose the best answer of a 
multiple choice question. I thought it was a 
mark of wisdom to display a little uncertainty 
about things. "But I never did like all those 
Army-like old folk’s homes. Get up at a certain 
time and go to bed when you’re told. This has 
been my home for a long while, and I ain’t 
lookin’ forward to goin’ any place else."
For some time, my father had been on his own 
journey through life. Clarence had hoped that 
his eldest son would attend college and become a 
professional man. The Depression had short- 
circuited that dream. My father never finished 
high school. Yet Clarence believed that my 
father could have done it, if he had wanted to, 
and Clarence was probably right.
Clarence got up and went to the kitchen that 
adjoined the living room. The kitchen floor was 
covered with a lackluster linoleum, and the 
boards beneath it creaked. The kitchen was 
furnished with a round wooden table and chairs.
I followed Clarence into the kitchen. he 
took down a large coffee pot from a cabinet above 
the stove. He filled it with water; he carefully 
measured coffee into the pot. He put the coffee 
away, set the lid on the pot, and put the pot on 
a gas burner.
My father came into the kitchen and sat down 
in a chair at the table. I moved a chair that 
scraped noisily on the kitchen floor and sat 
down. Clarence sat across from me.
Clarence looked at me with curious bird- 
eyes, soft and shrunken with age. Long ago, he 
had worked for the railroad.
"Colin’s hands were big as hams...”
Clarence turned his own hands palms up and 
looked into them as if he were glancing into an 
incomprehensible past, denying to himself that 
his hands had ever measured up, and denouncing 
them silently for their conspiring against him in 
his struggle to get ahead in the world.
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The coffee was ready. Clarence set three
cups on the table and poured the coffee. He set 
the pot on a low burner and sat down again.
Clarence continued his remembrance of an 
Irish railroad detective with whom he had once 
worked.
"When I knew him, Colin’s face was big and 
round, all scarred up for a title shot. I don’t 
know. He was working same as me then, keepin’ 
those hobos out of boxcars.
He sipped his coffee.
His voice rose as he ended the story, "Drank 
too much, though. Micks always do. Finally 
killed him. If only I'd had those hands."
"...and each of us is in His hands." I 
tried again to concentrate on the minister’s 
words; my willful mind recalled how much Clarence 
hated all ceremonies and formalities. Above all 
he hated church services. Yet Sundays weren’t 
all bad because there was a big newspaper that he 
could leisurely read as he sat in his favorite 
chair.
He could not avoid hearing Catherine moving 
•bout in the next room. She was dressing. Every 
Sunday she taught the adult Bible class and 
attended the worship service.
After a moment before the mirror above her 
bureau, to adjust the belt that bound a loose- 
fitting, flowery dress to her bulky frame, she 
came out of her room to stand by Clarence’s 
chair. She stood as close to his chair as she 
could without making it too obvious she was 
begging a compliment, that, for his own reasons, 
Clarence never gave. Always she asked Clarence 
to come to church with her; just as invariably, 
he said no.
"No" is what I wanted to say to the service 
and the preacher who did not know how to end his 
eulogy. Abruptly, the preacher just stopped.
And the men began to lower the casket.
I thought of the attic of the old house 
again, a half way place between Heaven and earth, 
which served as Clarence’s bedroom. Once 
Clarence let me spend the night there in some 
blankets spread on the floor.
I was then remote in time and space, that 
feeling I get when the outer edge of my body 
seems to tingle in accord with the risk that I am 
taking; what I am doing and what I have done are 
real, but the actions are another's and I dream.
The aroma of tobacco from Clarence’s pipe 
was intoxicating. The smoke wove a leafy crown 
about Clarence’s head. He sat on the edge of the 
bed as on a huge throne. The purple spread hung 
to the floor. The arms of the throne rose to 
large golden orbs atop which his hands lay. His 
eyes too dreamed.
I closed my eyes tightly to hold the vision 
and fend off time.
When I opened my eyes, only dark smoke and 
the attic as it really was remained. I was as 
full of sadness as the volumes of romance and 
crime stories encased in the wooden shelves in 
the attic corner.
The attic was where Clarence and Catherine 
had placed everything that was too old to use 
anymore. The worn rug that I sat on had been 
removed from the living room. Except for the 
remnant of a corner, its once elegantly knotted 
fringe was lost now to decay. Clarence perched 
on the edge of the bed; the brass, head and foot, 
in the smoke, was leaden. Clarence’s skin sacked 
his brittle bones.
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Clarence asked a question that I did not 
hear, so I guessed.
"I don't know yet what I want to be."
They always want to know the same thing as 
if not to be something, a doctor or a lawyer, is 
to be nothing.
"I don’ t know what I'm going to be," I said 
a little louder the second time. I hoped I 
wasn’ t answering the wrong question.
"That’s all right."
I could tell he was disappointed, so I made 
something up.
"Maybe I ’ ll go to West Point and be an Army 
officer."
"That’s the spirit."
I was happy that he was pleased. He was 
attentive again.
"I worry a lot about what people think of 
me. I don’ t want to disappoint my parents."
"Rubbish! No sense worrying about that.
When all’ s said and done, the only person that’s 
goin’ to care about what you did is you."
All that now remains is a vision of a vast 
sea and a lonely shore. I look across the calm 
sea, a huge mirror that reflects all the starry 
moments of lime and space, forever exploding and 
ranging through the Heavens, a vast congregation 
of wary non-seeing eyes.
Just o ff  shore, in a small boat, is the 
hooded Charon, who eternally sets sail on watery 
time. Clarence stands next to him.
"I’ ll throw you a rope, grandfather."
"No, go back. It ’s too dangerous. Too 
late. I am not afraid."
"Then let me come, too."
"No, boy, you must stay. Wait your time. 
There’s nothing to fear. Unhappiness is just the 
vibration of the poorly constructed housing of 
your soul. You'll be rid of it soon enough.
Look! The seven light-clad maids rise in the 
east. Together they form the Qrphic harp.
Unless 'soul clap its hands and sing,’ you know?"
I could see the seven maids, but not as 
stars. They were seven suns. I hoped that 
eternity would prove a better friend than time 
had ever been, as Clarence and the shadowy figure 
vanished.
O a r  s e c o n d  M y t h o p o e i c  Y o u t h  i n s t a l l m e n t  f u t u r e s  a n  e x c e r p t  ( r o i  a l o n g e r  s t o r y  by 
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C A T S  D O N ' T  L I E ,  T H E Y  O U S T  R I D D L E
by
James S.R. Ayling
The Earth  and CatStar have not been in con­
tact f o r  the last seventeen years s ince the Great 
Uar and there  is to be none f o r  another tmenty 
years. But the sudden, simultaneous, and com­
plete fa i lu re  o f  most castonia l c ry s ta ls  — the 
prime sou rce  o f  poner f o r  all Earth  technology, 
non from the Catst i l ians— has fo r c e d  S tar Base 
to o rd e r  the S tar Ship Deep Probe to attempt d i­
re c t  contact mith CatStar, the only sou rce  of 
castonia l c ry s ta ls  knomn to Earth.
Although CatStar is located in another 
un iverse there is a passage between the tmo uni­
verses , knoun as the "U-Tunnel." In the seven­
teen years  that Star Base has nursed its mounds 
it has made a great e f f o r t  to pinpoint the exact 
locat ion o f  the U-Tunnel; the genera l vicinity is 
knomn and it is to this place that the S.S. Deep 
Probe has been o rde red . The Captain and crem o f  
the Deep Probe only hope to recogn ize  the U-Tun­
nel mhen they f ind  it...
"What in the world is that?" exclaimed one 
of the officers as the screen turned on. It was 
understandable that he should exclaim, because 
what appeared now was incredible. It looked like 
a black sun with light at the edges and now and 
again streaks of light shot over the immense sui— 
face like lightning. Then, looking even harder, 
they saw ships in various areas, looking like 
ants on a beach ball, and these ships looked very 
familiar to the crew.
"Well, it might be an experiment." said the 
very same officer and everyone looked at him and 
glared. "Sure, CatStar is known to conduct 
large scale experiments... well aren’ t they?" and 
the looks became like bricks.
"Not this large, Vance, definitely not this 
large," replied Captain Jeret. "But whatever 
that is we had better get closer."
As they closed the distance a computer 
transmission came in: "This is a warning: do not 
proceed on your present course or we will take 
disciplinary action."
So they stopped and sent their own message, "This 
is the Earth vessel Deep Probe; we have come to 
find a thing called the U-Tunnel. Do you know 
were it may be?"
"Yes," came the reply, but not in a compu­
ter ’s voice, "yes, we know where it is and well 
we should, for this sun is the U-Tunnel. So you 
may now return to Earth." The voice was cold and 
sent shudders up the crew’s spine as it said 
’Earth.*
"We would like to pass through," and as the 
captain said this Deep Probe moved forward. But 
it was by another ship’s power that they moved 
and as the ship connected with Deep Probe, the 
captain sweat.
Then again came the voice, "Permission to
board your sship?"
"Granted," said a now surprised captain who 
had half expected his ship to be torn apart.
What now boarded was neither human nor Cat- 
stilian but a fox-like being. It had red hair, 
fox-like ears and eyes, and to top it off, a fox 
tail. Then another and another and then a lizard­
like being that said, "I am Captain Ssrell, a re ­
presentative of CatSstar, and you are— ?"
"I am Captain Jeret of the Deep Probe, sent 
to find the U-Tunnel and retrieve more castonial 
crystals and perhaps establish a mining complex 
for Earth."
"Do you not have your own mines?" came the 
curving speech of Srell.
"No"
"Have you any ssalt?"
"A little."
"Iss there any left on Earthh?"
"Yes"
"Good. Perhapss if you let uss mine ssalt we 
will let Earthh mine for crystalss," the voice of 
Srell, curving more.
"Why do you need salt from Earth? Are the 
people in need of it?"
"In our universs ssalt is not needed to 
ssusstain life; it is ussed only in the produc­
tion of roadss, sshipss, buildingss, and anything 
elsse made of camilian armor."
"Dh."
"I will talk to Ressav and ssee if you will 
be allowed to pass." Then he turned and exited, 
leaving the fox-like beings (called Foxans) on 
board Deep Probe. Meanwhile, the captain sent 
news to Earth.
Sitting down and reading a book, Ressav 
thought about a recent development on CatStar.
He thought it was strange that the king would 
suddenly want to return to Earth and talk to the 
Terrans about salt mining. But perhaps the king 
thought the Terrans were in a good mind-frame to 
talk after seventeen years. Then the door opened 
and in walked Srell.
"Yes, Srell, what is the news from the Tei— 
rans?" asked Ressav dropping his book.
"Ssir, the Terranss would like to pass 
through the Tunnel."
"Why? What use would it be to them to enter 
our universe?"
"Jeret ssaid they need a casstonial crysstal 
mine," and Srell sat down, "they ssay they have 
no miness."
"Xemr’n! There are plenty of planets with 
the crystals iri this universe, or can they not 
think?!" With that he rose, going to the door he 
pressed a button and said, "Dalase, get a set of 
star charts showing castonial crystal deposits 
and bring them to me."
The intercom buzzed and a Catstilian
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The Star S lip  Deep Probe 
leaving the Earth in search 
of the (H a m e l •
fex f paiei General Ressav
appeared on the Deep Probe's screen. His eyes, 
like those of a cat, looked calm and he said,
"Jeret, I have given it thought. There are depos­
its of crystal on the farthest planet from this 
sun, you can mine there and my people will show 
you how. Come aboard Srell’s ship, with your 
crew, after you notify Earth. This was General 
Ressav."
The crew was motionless until Jeret finished 
transmitting the message back to Earth and re ­
ceived an answer. Then Vance said, "Are we go­
ing to go through or will we stay here, sir?"
"The order is to stay here until more ships 
arrive with the proper equipment, then who knows. 
But we are all going over to Srell’ s ship for 
dinner." He laughed at the thought and said, "I 
suppose they have food that humans can eat."
So they went over and found the food better 
than their own, and talked to the alien crew 
about their experiences.
« « t
"That was the best meal I have ever had in 
space," Jeret said with a sigh of contentment.
"We really don’ t enjoy eating food in the 
form of pills or in those tiny little food pack­
ets," replied Ressav.
An alien officer interrupted. "Sir, not to 
disturb you, but something’s coming through the 
U-Tunnel," the officer said quickly and hastily.
"I will be up on the bridge in a second, 
Tigrenan; don’ t worry," and then turning to Cap­
tain Jeret he said, "Come, I will show you the 
bridge."
"Thank you," replied Jeret with a grin and a 
grateful tone.
They arrived on the bridge in time to see 
streaks of lightning shoot across the face of the 
U-Tunnel as the greatest foe of the Catstilian 
race, the rebel General Ziddori, came through the 
tunnel in The Toy, a twisted fourth-dimensional 
ship Ziddori had stolen in an earlier adventure
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across dimensional barriers.
"No!" shouted Ressav, "He couldn’ t have bro­
ken through Nalan’s fleet. Tell the rest of the 
fleet to attack and destroy Ziddori; Srell, take 
command of your ship."
"What’s going on?" said Jeret.
"Trouble, BIG trouble. Tell your people to 
board this ship, the Drasc; they will be safer 
here than on the Deep Probe." Then Ressav picked 
up a microphone and gave it to Jeret.
Taking the microphone Jeret said, "Atten­
tion. Attention please. This is Captain Jeret.
Will all Deep Probe crew members please enter the 
the Drasc and wait for further orders. Thank 
you."
"Full fighting force...attack!" hissed Srell 
into the communicator and with that the C.S.S.
Drasc and other ships opened fire on The Toy.
While at The Toy an Asp Legionnaire said, 
"They are opening fire upon us, General,"
"Good," answered Ziddori. "Open fire with 
the antimatter cannon, then fire the Bubble 
Blaster." Then Ziddori thought, ’Now I shall get 
the control matrix to the Intertime Drive and 
then I won’ t have to play these silly games with 
U-Tunnel guards.’
The explosion was blinding as an intense 
beam of antimatter shot through one of the stai— 
ships and the fighters caught in the beam were as 
if they had never been. Then The Toy moved foi— 
ward and, as it did, it devastated the Catstilian 
ships. It seemed as if there was no way to stop 
The Toy and General Ziddori; then they sped off 
into deep space like the wind.
"What was that?" said Captain Jeret, "Who 
was that?"
"That wass General Ziddori in hiss new 
sship. He callss it The Toy," hissed Srell.
"I was never very good at history but that 
name, Ziddori, it was the name of a Catstilian 
Asp Legionnaire in the The Great War."
"He iss no a longer catsstilian ssince the 
f irsst King of CatSstar removed him from the 
House of Xunvax," came Srell’ s hissing voice.
"Then what is he?" questioned Jeret, now 
being led by Srell to the door of the bridge.
"He iss a heartless being that will live 
'til he iss killed, and that iss almosst impos­
sible." Though Srell’s face bore no expression, 
it was clear that he loathed Ziddori.
"Captain Srell," said a Foxan running up to 
them, "we have tracked the flight path of Zid- 
dori's ship; it is headed to Earth!"
"Earth?!” cried Jeret, "Ho, how could that 
be? What would he want with Earth?"
"Salt, maybe. Or something worse," said 
General Ressav, now walking from a viewing 
screen.
"We must warn Earth that he is coming," 
cried Jeret. "I will go to my ship and use its 
radio to contact Earth."
"And we will prepare ssome of our sshipss to 
return to Earthh withh you," came the curving 
voice of Srell. So Jeret went to his ship and 
sent a warning to Earth about the deadly Ziddori. 
Srell and Ressav sent a message to their other 
ships and when all preparations were finished 
they started the day-long acceleration into cas~ 
tonial drive.
i t «
On Earth, on the American continent in what 
was left of California, it was very wet. The 
idea that one small ship could hurt Earth forces 
was preposterous but in any event there were 
guards on watch, just in case. As for this par­
ticular guard, he was thinking only of the rain, 
perpetually soaking him on his patrol around the 
security center where alien objects were stored 
for later inspection. Then he heard a noise out 
in the night-blanketed forest; it was a whirring
sound that slowly died away, like an antique ail— 
plane heading off in the distance. He just stood 
there looking into the general direction of the 
sound and hoping that the rain would soon end. 
Then he heard the noise again and he removed a 
radio to call in security. But even as he reach­
ed for it there was a flash of lightning and the 
dull roar of thunder, and what the flash revealed 
stopped him cold.
At the edge of the forest were a line of 
beings. There were tall snake-like beings, round 
creatures with great eyes, -a tall, very tall man, 
a giant robot, and other strange and twisted 
things that he could not identify. He turned on 
the communicator and another bolt of lightning 
shot through the air but this did not come from 
any cloud. It came from that tall man and struck 
the guard like a speeding train.
"Come," said the tall man, whose name was 
General Ziddori. He then strode over to the 
crumpled body of the guard, picked up the radio 
and turned it off. Then he signaled the group to 
split up and, with his three companions, he fol­
lowed the wall. He stopped, not to rest but be­
cause he now was at a gate with guards.
The Drasc came out of castonial drive over 
Earth with the Deep Probe and more ships follow­
ing. General Ressav sent a message to Jeret,
"You handle communications with Star Base while 
we scan for Ziddori. OK?"
"Sure, no problem. Over and out ," replied
Jeret.
The scanning and the long explanation Cap­
tain Jeret gave to the authorities started at the 
same time. Then Tigrenan looked up from his 
screen with a grin and said, "We have a fix on 
Ziddori."
"Well done, Tigrenan. Get Captain Jeret and 
he can tell us what is so important in that 
area," the General grinned at Srell; Srell made 
orders for a landing party.
"We must move fast in order to keep the in­
ternal security guards unprepared," whispered 
General Ziddori. Then they leapt from the sha­
dows into full view of the guards and threw poi­
son grenades until nothing moved. "Good. Now 
open the gate, F’vand," Ziddori ordered coldly.
The gate swung open to reveal a small com­
plex of buildings and the alien party entered the 
complex. Then they were seen by a guard who 
sounded the alarm. Guards ran from buildings, 
opening fire upon the intruders.
"Men, take care of these fools," shouted 
Ziddori and with that he became invisible. The 
guards fell like leaves in a storm but so did 
Ziddori's men. As for Ziddori, he was behind the 
guards and looking for the main building. When 
he found it he pressed his hand against • the 
wall. 'Good,' thought Ziddori, 'the wall is made 
from camilian armor.* He then concentrated and, 
as he did, a hole started to melt into the wall 
and the hole quickly became larger. Ziddori 
then stepped through the hole into a dimly-lit 
room with hundreds of shelves and thousands of 
devices upon these shelves, and he began to 
search.
Sitting down inside the shuttle and strap­
ping themselves in, Jeret, Srell, Ressav, and
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about twenty guards got ready to land on the 
Earth in their attempt to stop General Ziddori.
"This is shuttle 10-921 ready to launch," 
said Ressav.
"Shuttle 10-921, you may proceed with 
launch," came a voice over the intercom. Then 
the shuttle shot out from the Drasc, forcing its 
passengers back into their seats.
"Well," began Srell, "what did Earthh ssay?"
"There is a breach in security at the hold­
ing center and that is where Ziddori is most 
likely to be," answered Jeret. "We certainly are 
going down fast, aren't we?"
"Don’ t worry," said Ressav, "there are anti- 
grav breaks on this shuttle."
"That’s good." said Jeret then as an after 
thought, "I hope we find out what he is doing and 
why."
"I’m ssure we will know ssoon enoughh," 
hissed Srell. As he said this the shuttle set 
down in a wood and, looking out the window, Jeret 
saw a dark and wet Earth.
"Nice to be back," began Jeret, "in a way."
"We will need rain coats, Srell? could you 
get them?" asked Ressav.
"Already done," said Srell.
"Let’s go."
At the complex the guard opened the door of 
the storage room and turned on the lights, re­
vealing row upon row of shelves. Suddenly he 
heard a sound and quickly the guard drew his las­
er pistol and stepped into the room. Cautiously 
he walked down the aisle, looking down each pass­
ing row to see what made the sound. Then, ’ zap,’ 
and a bolt of lightning skimmed his shoulder and 
he quickly fired at a dark figure running down 
the aisle next to him. ’What was that?’ he 
thought and rushed to see where it went. It was 
very still and the air was wet. ’Zap,’ and a 
good portion of the wall behind him exploded into 
stony fragments. Then again: silence. ’What is 
going on here?’ thought the guard and then he
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felt a shock of pain as something hit his head.
"Looks like World War 4 hit this place," said 
Jeret looking at the dead guards and aliens and 
the crumpled buildings. "We had better find the 
storage room."
"My idea exactly," said Ressav. They ran to 
the main building and stopped at a neatly formed 
hole in the wall. "Ziddori must be here; nothing 
but a Catstilian or a Telemath could make a hole 
like that in camilian armor," said Ressav. They 
all entered the building and stared down the rows 
of shelves like men trying to count stars.
"We should split up into threes," said Res­
sav and they split up and began searching the 
rows of shelves.
’Found it,’ thought Ziddori as he pulled a 
broom-sized device from a shelf, ’now I don’ t 
have to worry about l)-Tunnels because now the 
missing piece to the Intertime Drive is back in 
my hands.’
"Hello, Ziddori," said Srell and Ziddori 
turned to face Srell, quickly joined by Ressav 
and Captain Jeret.
"Hello, Ressav," said Ziddori, sensing move­
ment of other guards behind him. "To what do I 
owe the pleasure of this visit?"
"Your own folly, Ziddori," said Ressav; "I 
should take you back to face your trials...but 
I’d like to kill you first."
"Go ahead," said Ziddori; then he leapt into 
the air and over the stack of shelves next to 
him. He landed on his feet, turned and released 
a stream of lightening from his hand at a guard 
coming into the aisle. The guard flew o ff his 
feet and crashed into two other guards. Ziddori 
vanished as Srell and Ressav turned the corner.
"Blast! Two can play at that game," then 
Ressav turned invisible. Srell motioned to Jeret 
to stay were he was and he walked down the aisle.
Srell moved very carefully. He noticed a 
shimmer against the shelves but made no sign of 
its presence. Then as he walked past the shimmer 
he turned, swinging his tail with all his might 
and sent Ziddori, now visible, sprawling across 
the floor. Ziddori leapt from the floor, fired a 
bolt of energy, and stunned Srell. Then Ziddori 
stood up and walked down the aisle.
Ressav, squatting on a shelf, leapt at Zid­
dori, turning visible as he did, and tackled him, 
sending both of them into the floor. They got up 
and Ressav swung on Ziddori, hitting him in the 
chest. Ziddori bent back and grappled with Res­
sav, sending him into the shelf behind him. Zid­
dori punched Ressav in the face again and again 
with his free hand. Ressav was unable to move 
but when Ziddori shifted his weight he pushed 
Ziddori off with his legs. Ziddori grabbed the 
control matrix from the floor where it fell and, 
again, he vanished.
Ressav leapt to his feet and ran to the hole 
in the wall where he found two of the guards 
dead. The rest were now standing behind Ressav. 
Ressav then ran as hard as he could into the wet 
downfall of water and out of the gates. He saw 
The Toy’s twisted and blurred shape lifting off 
and then, with a colorful flash, vanishing into 
some other world along with the control matrix 
for the Intertime Device.
"He escaped!!" screamed Ressav. "But one 
day, Ziddori, I swear you will not escape so 
easily."
Chapter Four of the Novel 
"Coronation Of The Roses" 
by
Angelee Sailer Anderson
In the Country of the South, in the Forest of
Many Caves, where the jasmine springs up in the 
underwood and the coral vines cling like lovers to 
the rock walls, where the anise nestles between the 
tree roots, and the creeping fig and the firethorn 
thrive eternally beneath the blazing torchlight of 
the sun, the chieftain of the Forest tr ibe  sat 
breathing himself beside the watercourse. His rough 
hunter's tunic was soaked through with the sweat of 
exertion, for it was now the fourth hour since he 
with his comrades had begun stalking the wild pigs 
and the brindled deer whose venison was the mainstay 
of his people. They were to be found only in the 
heart of the Forest, a league's trek from the tribal 
dwelling under a cerulean sky and heat that never but 
at midnight slackened. Yet Adan-eren, like all the 
sable-eyed, amber-skinned men of his race, was 
doughty and agile and rejoiced in the challenge and 
hardship of the hunt.
Now as he rested on a f la t  rock beside the 
stream, he took a skin bag from his belt and with his 
hand slowly scooped water into it until it was 
filled, thus reconstituting the sun-dried mare's milk 
which replenished the hunters' strength. He drank 
deeply, then splashed his head and muscled arms with 
water that stained his leather wristlets dark and 
left his raven hair glistening with the dew of the 
stream around his face and upon his shoulders. 
Parted by many footfalls from the other hunters, he 
now waited in intense and unmoving silence. Sun-rays 
sparked like fire-flies across the coruscant surface 
of the stream and made his golden earring and the 
stones set in his sw ord -h ilt  g lin t  like stars. 
Though only spears were of use in the hunt, yet for 
all the burden of its weight the sword was ever at 
his side. It was a weapon of Art and Power, and its 
estimation was beyond reckoning.
From above the trees came the cry of an osprey, 
but Adan-eren heeded it not at all. He was deep in 
memory of the events of the morning, and glad of the 
brief solitude which permitted his meditation. Had 
his decision been a just one? He prayed to the Power 
that imbued the Art of his race that it was so; for 
he was a man of firm integrity , regarding his 
masterdom over his brothers as a duty to seek their 
good and never a license to afflict or to tyrannize. 
The banishment had been necessary for the commonweal 
of the tribe, yet his sensitive conscience plagued 
him with how that necessity might have been undone. 
Might the banished one have fulfilled his promise had 
he been treated with greater wisdom? Was the guilt 
of his people and prince as heavy as his in 
conceiving his corruption? Or had his evil animus 
been as surely fated as the positions of the Seven 
Stars? From what womb of earth or well of night had 
Kua-mathen come?
* * *
Shoya-laiin had been a woman of fragile will and 
harried mind, yet one who hungered above all to bring 
to being some thing of greatness. Her essays in 
wielding the Art of her people had been failures, as 
had been her over-eager attempts to capture the love 
of some young man among the tribe. Yet though her
longing to excel where excellence was commonplace 
proved abortive, she knew beyond doubt when she felt 
the life stir within her womb that the man-child she 
carried would be a son of Power. As others named 
their children by strength of prophecy, so she who 
had not the gift of foreseeing named her own by 
strength of hope. His would be the blessed l i fe  
which would bring to his people what most they 
desired: knowledge of the Power within the Art they 
practiced, that Power whose name and manner of being 
or becoming they knew not. Her son's would be a name 
of high g lo ry  - -  Kua-mathen, "revealer of the 
Power." She proclaimed this to the tribe before she 
bore him; and in awe they waited for the clothing of 
the radiant oracle in flesh. The child, the identity 
of whose sire they could not discover, was not of the 
line of chieftains and was bastard. Yet surely in 
the single destiny of his holy mission he would be 
exalted above a ll their kind.
Middle-nights in the Forest, when the air at last 
had shed the fevers of the infecting sun, were cool 
enough to warrant coverings of animal skins for 
sleep. But cold beyond nature was that midnight upon 
which Kua-mathen was born; those who strayed from 
their cave-homes died, and many among the horse herds 
froze and rolled to earth in the moon-blanched 
clearings. Into the cold his mother screamed as he 
broke forth from her; cold was the silence of the 
midwives when they beheld what she had brought to 
birth. In aversion and fear they began his 
breathing; cringing they washed him, desiring to view 
no more plainly what was already clear behind the 
blood. Theirs was a dark and warm-blooded race, 
giving birth to dark children and knowing only the 
warmth and the darkness of their kind. But the baby 
boy was white —  white like the whites of their eyes, 
like the whiteness of their teeth against their  
gold-brown skin. And as though the killing frost had 
adopted this fatherless bantling for its heir, the 
child was cold as a blade of metal, or as a marble 
stone.
Yet he lived. And cold and white he remained as 
the channels along which that life  flowed widened 
their beds to prepare for the torrents of manhood. 
What accident of birth or violent stroke at the hand
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of nature had unloosed this prodigy —  whose only 
fleshly link with his race was the swart eyes like 
coals, smouldering in a colourless face framed by 
silver hair —  none of his dark brothers had Art to 
penetrate. Their belief was that, at conception or 
in forming, the Power had jarred him to a discord of 
aspect to match the fearfu l uniqueness of his 
mother's naming. Yet they looked upon him and were 
disturbed. The child despite his strangeness was not 
hideous but beautiful, flawless in feature as one not 
of earth. It was as though the Power had rained on 
them a celestial spirit in shape of a man to lead 
them to the truth they sought. They pondered so as 
they observed his beauty; yet the beauty stopped 
their easy breath more than a hundred misshapen 
grotesqueries, and they shrank back from touching his 
perfect hands like ice. Shoya-laiin , though 
regaining all her bodily strength, spoke no word 
beyond his birthnight but remained voiceless until 
she died.
As an infant Kua-mathen also was silent, making 
no baby noises, nor laughing, nor crying. But his 
people came afterwards to believe that in those years 
he spoke to his mother, with the telepathic g i ft  
their race exchanged among those close akin in family 
or in l^ve. What thoughts of Kua-mathen's 
Shoya-laiin read cannot be known; but she aged and 
wasted ten hours in his every one until he arrived at 
his fifth year. On his fifth birthday her self-slain  
body was found face downward in the Forest stream. 
On that day Kua-mathen began to speak in a voice as 
unchildlike and articulate as that of his mother that 
had been lost.
From his first appearing the tribe had taken 
great care, despite their aversion, to treat  
Kua-mathen as any other child, lest by making him a 
pointing-stock they should destroy the spirit that 
was in him. Perhaps they failed, or perhaps the boy 
was cureless beyond anything they might have done. 
Yet however it came to be, with the force of speech 
Kua-mathen gained the force of evil; or else the slow 
incubation of the force at last produced its twisted 
offspring. His were a people gifted racially with a 
supernatural Art, and that Art they had ever used for 
the uplifting of their spirits and in the crafting of 
a few marvels of handiwork which belied the primitive 
culture of their origin. If its shadow had touched 
their hearts, yet never had the force of the Art to 
evil overwhelmed its banks to issue forth from their 
hands. Hie shadows found their conduit in the hands 
of Kua-mathen.
Adan-eren, then son of the tribal chieftain, was 
seventeen when Shoya-laiin's body was borne back from 
the stream and laid upon the ground near to her 
dwelling in the City of Caves. Before he could be 
prevented, the child Kua-mathen wandered outside to 
see what the commotion might be. Beholding his 
mother dead, he stood staring at her in a curious 
stillness. He spoke one word which was his first:  
"Mother." Then he relieved himself over her body and 
walked away. An evil omen, the people murmured. 
Nay, said others, he is but a child and knows not 
what he does. Speak no ill of him, warned some, for 
he is the promised revealer of the Power. Into the 
midst of this dissension there crept a voice, a 
woman's whisper that each woman present denied 
lending utterance. It chilled their argument’s heat 
to silence, and cast a pall of trembling upon their 
souls. He is a devil, it said.
And so it proved. As though a white wolf's fang 
or a scorpion's sting had robed its pain in human 
form, so Kua-mathen budded in pride, and so his 
poisoned bloom tore open to full. It began with 
small things, as the seeming-innocent desecration of 
his mother's body. The mutilating of flowers. The
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wounding of tamed animals, as in accident of play. 
Vile words pronounced in the midst of solemn 
gatherings. Haughtiness and cruelty of speech to 
other children, as if it were they and not himself 
that were deviant from the fellowship of man. And 
none performed in temper or passion, but coldly and 
calmly, as though he did but do the deeds of any 
proper boy.
He grew older, and his interior darkness grew 
with him. Animals found tortured, their blood 
drained for drink or for concocting of foul potions. 
Young girls whispering together, shuddering as they 
told of things he had said to them in secret. As he 
gained his twenties it was rumoured that he took to 
himself women from over the Mountains — daughters of 
a decadent tribe with whom his own was forbidden to 
mingle. There were rumours also of experiments in 
the Art, of demons conjured and talismans created for 
desire and torment. Reluctant to resign to the 
Power's wrath what might yet be saved, the Forest 
chieftain and the son who succeeded him held back 
their hands in watchful clemency.
* * *
"All these things we have tolerated, Kua-mathen, 
though our hearts rebuked them as detestable. We 
ourselves are but frail flesh, and we hoped that your 
Infirmity like our own might still be healed. We 
have been willing to have patience, for as yet you 
have not lifted your hand in violence against any 
man. But this which you now have done is as grievous 
a sacrilege as murder, and it may not go unpunished. 
For you have sought to desecrate and to destroy the 
roses which grow on the Plain around the holy Tower; 
beyond this, you have sought to enter the Tower 
itself, which is reserved for sacred use. So great a 
crime against our people has not been known. Yet for 
our part we have done nothing to earn your 
unfriendship, but rather have nurtured you with all 
the l i t t le  wisdom we possess."
"You have departed from the ancient path of our 
Art, and have chosen instead to devise perversities 
and to delight within your thought in all that is 
cruel and terrible. Yet for this you feel no sorrow 
as becomes a man of conscience, but rather are the 
more confirmed and unrepentant in your pride. Lest 
therefore this your disease for which you desire no 
cure should spread to infect and injure my people, it 
is my duty, my burden, and my grief as chieftain now 
to banish you from among our race. You are commanded 
to go far from us, and never to return until you have 
found the grace of a better heart. Leave us, 
Kua-mathen."
The voice of Adan-eren ceased. The scent of the 
sandarae trees floated heavily on the air, and the 
ceremonial mantle he wore at council rested as 
heavily on him with weight of the authority it 
symbolized. He, and the other men and women in 
council with him who represented the tribe, prayed 
silently for this hour to be over. Adan-eren was 
perhaps most conscious of the b itter  burden of 
judgement; but all of them equally wished themselves 
away from the onerous presence of the man before 
them. TTiey had suffered him to dwell among them for 
nigh on thirty -years, and yet had never become inured 
to the deathly skin as pale as the selenite that 
wanes and waxes with the moon, to the eyes like those 
of a succubus which drink dry their victim's will. 
The council could not bear to look at him steadily, 
lest being once drawn into those tenebrious depths 
they should slay their mortal souls in seeking exit. 
The gooseflesh prickled along their arms, and their 
teeth were set on edge to see how he stood 
stonestill, a wax carving untramelled by any ardency
or compassion of the love that redeems nature.
Beholding him, they beheld one who had left the order 
of the divine harmonies which dance from each to each 
among all the lives, instead to embrace the naked 
chaos and the single note of se lf.
A sharp sound broke from Kua-mathen's lips.  
Perhaps it was meant for laughter, though it bore 
more semblance to the noise of glass cracking or the 
bones that snap when the amorous boa hugs close its 
prey. His eyes shone hard and many-faceted as 
diamonds, and the ghost of a frigid smile lurked at 
the corners of his mouth. At last he spoke, words 
oozing as smooth as oil yet keen-edged as knives 
along the sickening sweetness of his breath. Like an 
exhalation from an opened grave, his voice coiled 
among his hearers, strangling and suffocating.
"I stand accused, O noble brothers and fa ir  
sisters - -  and you most fa ir  and noble, Shai 
Adan-eren — of many and diverse crimes against my 
people. These crimes I here admit —  yea, revel in. 
It only grieves me that you have made such short 
shift in naming them. This I w ill now amend."
The exhalation grew more foul, enveloped them 
wholly, as he proceeded to rehearse every obscenity 
and depraved deed to enter the hearts of men, and 
some no man but he could ever conceive. Whether all 
these acts were within his commission or some only 
within his corrupt thought they could not be sure; 
for he spoke of each in simple triumph as though each 
were of his first inventing. Beneath the scourge of 
his tongue the council remained inert, gripped by a 
choking nausea and powerless to bid him cease. He 
did so finally without their command. There was a 
pause, too brief for respite. Then he continued:
"These, my sisters and my brothers, are the 
untold sins of which I tun guilty —  yet, truly, my 
sin is but one. I, a man at the summit of his 
potency, stand convicted of sowing the seed of life  
which nature has given me as it has given to each of 
you. For I sojourn, alas, in a society of eunuchs, 
who castrate their children soon as they are born 
that they might never see the fu llness of their  
procreative Power yield its fruit. I stand accused 
and convicted of keeping back my Power from the 
blade."
"Our race possesses a gift, a mighty force of 
magic Art. We might erect great c it ies of pure 
marble, command ten thousands of slaves, bring to 
exposing light all the secrets of creation to serve 
our bidding. This we might do, and reign undisputed 
in a world of in ferior minds. And what do we, 
Adan-eren? We dwell in caves like savages, expending 
our Art on sweet-sounding instruments and pretty 
pendants. We forge swords of steel for show and will 
not use them; we lay our minds' treasures bare to 
thievery from one another's Power and thought. We 
worship we know not what, but that it is the source 
of our Power yet commands of us impotency. We might 
do all. We do nothing. We ate. nothing, Adan-erln."
"But no longer will I say 'we.' For I am much —  
and I shall be more hereafter. 'Kua-mathen,' my 
whimpering mother named me: 'revea ler of the
Power.' That name I reject, and I now name myself 
anew. 1116 Power's blade I reject —  for I myself am 
that Power. Kua mis: 'I am the Power.' Kuamis."
The council listened to his pronouncement, with 
deeper horror than any deed named or nameless could 
invoke. They had heard the final blasphemy; and yet 
they lived, and the one who had spoken it lived  
also. Adan-eren could find no words to answer. He 
and others had reasoned with Kua-mathen countless 
times concerning the purpose in the simplicity of 
their way of life; how that by their poverty the 
tribe kept themselves free to receive every treasure 
the Art might bestow. They told him how they had
chosen in humility to cleave to nothing and become 
empty, that they might by the Power's in f i l l in g  
encompass all. He had never understood, nor in his 
self-made blindness could he, as Adan-eren now saw. 
When the chieftain spoke at last, it was not to 
persuade the unbelieving but to reaffirm  in the 
person of their prince his people's faith.
"The Power to which all minds lie bare knows you, 
Kua-mathen. From its blade of truth you will never 
escape."
Kua-mathen sneered. In unchained mastery to 
bring to breaking all but the strong, he answered, 
"Kuamis, Adan-eren. I am Kuamis. And in my blade is 
the only truth and the Power of life. You thought to 
have thwarted my achievement in the Art. You have 
failed. This have I achieved. This have I created."
From beneath his tunic he drew forth a dagger. 
Suspended on a heavy chain around his neck, its thin 
length gleamed nakedly black, unilluminated and 
unwarmed beneath the sun. Whatever metals, in his 
perversion of the Art, he had merged to form it, they 
had been seared to pitch by the he ll-born  f i re s  
behind his eyes. He held the dagger a lo ft .
"By the Art I have bled my life's Power into this 
dagger, and in loving turn it feeds me with Power 
sevenfold. No point of sword now may pierce me, no 
creeping senility of age come upon me; nor can any 
Power not my own rob me of its Power. I am — Kuamis 
— and shall ever be. But you will die, Adan-eren, 
while I live on to do such injury to your every work 
of Art and love that in the deadlands your wraith 
will wail to witness it and to know how truly nothing 
you have become. Despair, Adan-eren, and know how 
great is the Power of life  to confer death without 
surcease."
He raised the dagger as though to strike. From 
the deeps of his throat broke forth a cry, a maniacal 
howling of pure will purged empty of reason and 
soul. The cry re-echoed in agony, while Kua-mathen 
stood gazing at Adan-eren one moment more. Then 
letting the dagger fall to his chest, he turned, and 
walked away into the Forest.
* • *
Drops of agony appeared upon Adan-eren's brow, 
ornamenting its furrowed amber like a crown of 
pearls. Though the sun smote hard upon the rock 
where he tarried by the stream, yet he felt himself 
oppressed by a numbing cold. He had done what must 
be done and now he could not re^t with the deed, "He 
is a devil" — it was Shoya-laiin who had breathed 
forth these words in death, she who alone knew her 
son's thought and had held so great a hope for him. 
Kua-mathen had been the hope of all the tribe, the 
embodied sign and promised comprehending of the Power 
that wielded them. That hope was banished; the 
chieftain's hope with that of his people had been in 
a devil. He had done what must be done, and he could 
not rest.
The memory of good, and the backward glancing of 
good to come wept into his heart with its succouring 
warmth. His thought reached out to Danu-sln, the 
woman of his cherishing, his beloved wife now big 
with child and soon to give birth. He and she 
together had longed for an heir to succeed him in 
lordship, and had remained without, fruit a full score 
of years from their joining. Now that their f ives '  
tale of years had grown to two score and Danu-sin was 
near-past the age of bearing she had conceived; and 
the man-child within her, for a son they foresaw it 
should be, gathered strength in his womb-prison and 
made haste towards his release. Though moments-near 
to being born, they had not yet bestowed on him his 
name of prophecy. In their Art's wisdom, they
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perceived that the purpose to which he was destined 
would become apparent at his coming forth, and so 
should not be spoken until that time. In the 
patience and s t i l l  intensity of their race they 
waited upon his revealing.
In the still, strong arms of his wife Adan-eren 
would find rest. He would return to her, to their 
dwelling in the Rock that walled the Forest edge, in 
the City of Caves. She would stretch out her hands 
to him, and he would sit beside her and lay his head 
against her swollen belly to hear the beating of 
their son's heart. And she would give him wine of 
pomegranates to ease his thirst, and let down her 
hair t i l l  it surged in black waves about his face. 
And he would sleep; and, waking, together they would 
pass through the Cleft in the Rock to the Plain of 
the Tower, and watch the white roses lap like seafoam 
around the foot of the Tower of Dancing. Toward the 
Tower they would pray; then they would turn again to 
their cave and he would rest once more, and Danu-sin 
and his son beside him.
A sudden noise came from behind of leaves parting 
to let pass. Footsteps rustled in the undergrowth. 
His comrades in hunting had found him, and Adan-eren 
was glad; for his solitude no longer seemed good to 
him. He hoped that they had slain the wild pigs and 
the brindled deer in plenty in his absence. He had 
no more heart for the hunt, but only to seek his 
home.
" I l l  hail, Adan-eren."
The voice was not one among his comrades, nor the 
voice of one who is a comrade to any. It was the 
voice of his agony, now renewed —  a voice of which 
he had prayed to have heard the last, unless the 
demon behind the voice should turn angelic. It had 
not.
Instinctively, though he had never drawn weapon 
on any man, Adan-eren grasped at the hilt of his 
sword. A heavy boot against his back prevented him; 
it bore him down until he lay prone upon the rock 
with his face just above the water. The sound of 
breathing as of a man in lust^ hovered over him.
"Despair and die, Adan-eren. I am the Power. 
Kuamis."
He felt the black dagger drive between his 
shoulder-blades and slice down along his backbone as 
he would carve a deer. He slumped forward, and blood 
ran from his mouth to stain the stream crimson. 
Hands struggled with his sword-belt. Then a clamour 
of men's voices broke through the trees, and the 
hands le ft  him.
So he who had been and was no longer Kua-mathen 
departed, cursing his failure to procure the sword of 
his chieftain which might have been of great use to 
him. He was discovered, and must with the weapon 
forgo his intent of visiting the dead man’s wife and 
unborn child before his exodus, his f l igh t  in 
victory, across^ the sea.
But Adan-eren, pulled from the stream by the 
hunters, departed into the Power without fear, and 
without regret save for the son he would not now 
clasp hands with this side of death. He knew, as 
Kuamis did not yet, that the mating of the dagger 
with blood had abated its virtue; so that never might 
it mate again in the hand of the one who had forged 
that union, and never might it forsake the forger's 
touch and still protect him^ In his passing thought, 
Adan-eren spoke to Danu-sin where unsuspecting in 
their home she waited, and conveyed to her his 
bequest of love and the name and destiny of their 
child which now in death he saw. Then he commended 
his sp ir it  to the Power.
*  * *
In their dwelling in the Rock, the wife of the 
tribal chieftain played gently upon her instrument 
and yearned towards her husband's return. The 
cave-abode was crude yet clean, filled with lambent 
light springing from the exchange of love and vision 
between the two who shared its hearth.
Seated on a heap of skins on the cave floor,  
Danu-sin plucked absorbedly at the instrument's 
strings, her thought trave lling  far  from her 
surroundings to seek the quiet depth of the Forest. 
With her grey-flecked midnight hair bound in its 
sequined netting and her pale green sari through 
which the dark points of her breasts could just be 
seen, she possessed a beauty that, far  from 
regretting its own decline, glorified itself in the 
autumnal richness of her age. At her right side was 
set an earthenware bowl of stream-water in which tree 
peonies floated; and in a dish at her left was a reed 
burning in oil, a lamp kept always aglow even when 
the westering sun flooded the cave entrance in the 
hours after noon. Around her slender neck was a 
pendant — like the instrument, one of the prides of 
her people's Art — carved in rewel-bone in the form 
of a rose crown. Her be lly  was large  with the 
fruition of hope, with the future prince of all her 
race.
In the cave with her were the midwives, speaking 
among themselves inflow voices. If their skill well 
served them, Danu-sin's pains should begin within the 
hour. She was no longer young, and it would be a 
difficult birthing. The women had prepared their 
unguents and powders, their charms of camphor to ward 
off infection; and on a brazier of hot coals they 
warmed a mixture of wine and honey with medicinal 
herbs in anticipation of the mother’s need. And so 
they waited through the long spring afternoon.
And Danu-sin waited, her fingers slowed to near 
inaction upon the strings. Their faint quivering  
mingled with the hum of bees among the coral flowers 
outside the cave, and the play of sunbeams through 
the shadows of trees upon the ancient ground seemed 
to hold her force of vision within a trance. Softly 
she began to sing to herself a lullaby for her unborn 
son. She sang of how his flesh would be formed of 
the earth, his breath of wind; how the beauty of 
blossoms would live in his eyes and his sweat be like
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the dew; of how hi> tears would be of the salt east 
on the shore by the plunging surf, and the Power of 
the stars of heaven shine in his Art and his heart's 
love.
"And your name," she sang, "and your name will be 
Daryan-den."
Her hands upon the strings froze; the bloom 
withered from her cheeks. She gave forth a strangled 
cry, signifying to the midwives that her hour was 
come. They hurried to her side, but she seemed not 
to see them. For with her inner senses Danu-sin 
beheld her lord's blood-encloaked body and heard him 
speak his last farewell to her, bequeathing her the 
duty to name and lay destiny upon their child. 
Daryan-den, "interceding one," reconciler of the pain 
imposed upon his people by their enemy, avenger of 
his father's murder in whom the soul of vision and 
the spirit of truth would burn undimming. Adan-eren 
was dead; and she, whose purpose beyond her travail 
was broken off, would die with him. Alone in the 
hands of the Power would Daryan-den their son fu lfill  
his doom.
Again she cried, and her voice now rang 
unhindered in torment. She fe ll backward, writhing 
in her agony while the child struggled to escape from 
her as one who could no longer be restrained from the 
burden and passion of his fated task. Danu-sin  
laboured, and the midwives ministered to her. The 
child, consuming her inwardly with his impatient 
flame, came forth in f i r e  to meet the sun.
* * *
Shades of a bitter dusk had begun to haunt the 
Forest when the hunters returned to the City of Caves 
bearing the body of their slain chieftain and„their 
news of grief. Outside the cave wherein Danu-sin lay 
dying with her son in swaddling bands upon her 
breast, a man's voice called out, requesting  
permission to enter. One of the midwives pulled  
aside the skin covering at the cave's mouth and put 
out her head to rebuke him; then she caught sight of 
what his comrades carried on the rough bier between 
them. She motioned him to step inside. He did so; 
and when his glance fell on the chieftain's wife and 
newborn son, the weight of his sorrow brought tears 
to his grim and angry eyes.
"I cannot te l l  her," he whispered hoarsely.
"She knows already," the midwife answered. "She 
passes with him."
Danu-sin, her hair now unbound and matted with 
sweat against her fevered temples, her eyes unchained 
from all belonging to earth but for the gossamer link 
of flesh that suckled at her breast, began to speak.
"Daryan-den, your name is Daryan-den, who will 
suffer to revoke the curse upon your people, who will 
intercede for them and for many. Threefold will be 
the love offered you, and three will suffer in your 
sufferings: the one for your light, the second for
your darkness, the last to an end unseen and in 
suffering greatest. You who bear the blessing of 
pain to many in darkness^and in light, your name is 
Daryan-den, Daryan-den. . . . "
The midwife and the hunter looked gravely at one 
another, and crossed their hands palm-outward before 
their faces against the fe ll foreshadowing which 
endued her words. The hunter left the cave, and 
re-entered with Adan-eren's sword. Believing (hat 
she was now past seeing, he knelt down at Danu-sin's 
side and held .the weapon out before her.
"Shai Danu-sin," he said slowly, "1 bring to you 
the sword of our chieftain — the sword of your son."
The mother of the sword's new master made no 
sign. After a moment the hunter began to withdraw 
the weapon; but suddenly Danu-sin reached forth with
both hands to clasp its hilt. He resisted her, for 
the heavy sword strained even his hard muscles and
might easily crush her with her child if it should 
fa ll upon her. Yet with a firm and mysterious 
strength she wrenched it from him, unsheathing it, 
and lowered its massive flat ti l l  it lay poised like 
a shield an inch above her tiny son. Again she spoke 
to him, now through their ever more slender bridge of 
thought; and none knew her heart's final testament 
but the child.
"Behold your father's sword and the masterwork of 
his Art, my interceding one. With its blade you will 
compass the destruction and lay bare the heart of 
that pretender who names himself the Power; and the 
Power that is truly will aid you through your Art. 
By the pretender's means will you make sure the hope 
which he himself has cast aside, and reveal their  
long desire unto your people. Bear the sword in 
faith, my strong son. And let your Art fashion you 
an instrument for your joy and the joy of love - -  for 
I may not leave to you mine. Its song is silenced 
upon the earth forever."
As though he understood how stretched to 
near-breaking was the chain which still joined him 
with her who had given him life, the boy began to 
cry. Danu-sin let the sword drop to her side, and 
with all her now feeble strength clasped him to her. 
In a lulling whisper she bestowed on him her last 
blessing, with the words her tribe spoke over each of 
its children before sleep.
"Shatu, lai va tedale na Kua, se Daryan-den. 
9lest silent, and the Power will dance within, my 
interceding one.' Shatu, shatu, se Daryan-den. . ."
The straining link snapped. Daryan-den's crying 
fell silent upon the breast of his dead mother, and 
the midwife gathered the sleeping ba£y in her arms. 
The hunter spread a veil over Danu-sin's face. Then 
he left the cave to help prepare a pyre for the 
sacred burning of the bodies.
* *  *
The bereavement in a day of both their spiritual 
father and mother was one from which the Forest tribe 
did not recover. Great wisdom and great love had 
passed with them; but the deeper loss was of a kind 
more subtle and more enduring. Whether Kuamis's 
curse upon Adan-eren's works had implanted the 
scathing seed or merely shocked it from dormancy to 
burgeoning life, yet a weakened purpose and a slow 
decay of trust made its settled bed in the 
heart's-soil of the tribe. Had murder before now 
been wrought among them, it was in a time beyond the 
ranges of their long memory. Their chieftain 's  
slaying, and the calamity of evil sacrilege by one 
whom they had spawned awoke in them a fear they had 
not hitherto known. If the Power that held them in 
hand had permitted such a shaking as this, they could 
not now reckon what sure foundation of their Art and 
thought might heave and crumble beneath them into 
formless dust. The noon's candle of their simplicity 
guttered; and they entered into a twilight of wary 
protectiveness, desiring above a ll things to be 
shielded against the recurrence of outrage.
H>on Adan-eren's work of most precious intimacy 
the curse rode  ^heaviest. TJje prophetic burden placed 
upon Daryan-den by Danu-sin at his naming was known 
and spoken  ^of with trembling among all his people. 
Shoya-laiin's ill-foreseen hope in her son might 
easily have shattered their faith in all foreseeing; 
instead it mutilated their joy in the tide of fate to 
leave only the dread of its crushing fury. They 
recoiled from their infant prince as they had not 
from his father's assassin. And though their sense 
of right duty prevented them from maltreating the
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child or casting him out, yet they made no attempt, 
as they had attempted and failed with Kua-mathen, to 
give to the boy their love. The promise that 
Daryan-den would revoke their curse was not 
remembered; they recalled only the utterance that 
those who received him in love would suffer. He was 
foretold to be the bearer of pain — before the curse 
they had counted pain as they did all else among 
their blessings. But now the horror of its maiming 
edge and its wrecking fire reigned as tyrant in them, 
and pain's fearing became their pain and their deep 
tragedy.
Received by none as friend, longed for by none as 
lover, tolerated but undesired Daryan-den grew to 
manhood. In his earliest years he had bared his 
thought to those around him; but though they pitied 
him, the approaches to their tenderness were walled 
fast against him. He came in time to seek the 
solitary places and the company of the stars as an 
only refuge from his rejection; yet in solitude he 
did not escape the sting. His tribe, in falling from 
their vision of losing themselves that they might 
gain all, had unknowingly nurtured that vision to 
near-perfection in his person. Alone as no man has 
been lonely, destitute of all gifts and passions but 
what had descended to him from his parents or 
radiated through the Power's Art, Daryan-den was 
conscious of no identity beyond that with which he 
had been coronated at birth. Kuamis had spit in the 
face of destiny; the one he most injured^became its 
consummate embodiment, for in Daryan-den's life  he 
owned nothing else and was permitted to embrace 
nothing but what was spoken of him. All men possess 
choice. Yet of what there was, in inclining or in 
will, that might be chosen apart from the stark  
singleness of his existence, Daryan-den had not 
become aware,
* * *
On the day he turned two and twenty Daryan-den 
stood on the Plain of the Tower, a desert wind from 
over the eastern Mountains whipping through his hair 
as he gazed upon the tall monolith encircled by white 
roses which was the sacred symbol and the sanctuary 
of his people. The Tower's white, diamantine stone 
sc intillated  in the hard light, unseamed and 
unjointed, as if in some lost mastery of the Art or 
the very creation-throes of earth itself it had been 
conceived, crafted, and set in place in one flawless 
stroke. To enter the Tower of Dancing was permitted 
to none but the tribal chieftain, and that once only 
in a year, on a day in late spring. There and at 
that time, the chieftain would pray for the Power's 
renewed descent upon his race and on their Art, and 
would strip himself wholly of will to stand naked in 
the will of the Power. For one hour he would remain 
standing at the Tower's summit in a state like sleep; 
without motion, without sense, while his spirit bent 
like a blown branch to the movement of the Dance of 
life and knew the harmony of all souls beneath the 
vault of heaven. Then with the Power's music 
clothing him, he would bear the renewed blessing back 
to his people.
On this day two and twenty years ago, 
Daryan-den's sire had sought the Tower of Dancing 
before the fateful council and its aftermath; and the 
Tower had stood inviolate by human footfalls since. 
Adan-eren's sister's son, who ruled in Daryan-den's 
name when he was yet a child, had not the authority 
to enter the Tower while the heir of the last entrant 
lived. Now that that heir had reached maturity his 
cousin ruled still, and still the Tower of Dancing 
remained unsought.
Knowing that his sisters and brothers did not 
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desire him as their prince, Daryan-den had done 
nothing to persuade them of his birthright, s t i l l  
less to enforce it upon them. He was a burden and a 
dread to them, and his unreturned love for them 
brought them shame. "Shai" Daryan-den they called 
him, in the form of address his race used to one of 
reverence; yet secretly they prayed that he would go 
from them. They did not lack conscience or possess 
cruelty enough to banish him, and he had determined 
in his heart to spare them that agony. Alone as he 
had entered the world and dwelt among them he would 
depart, to find the fu l f i l l in g  of those things 
foretold  of him, to seek the truth within his 
mother's dying thought that had lain buried beneath 
his mind-hoard through childhood slowly to dawn 
inside his consciousness as he became a man. But 
before his leave-taking, he would ascend as was his 
right into the Tower and there receive into himself 
the Power's anointing.
He approached the shaft of stone, his father's 
sword against his hip, his Art strong in him, his 
boots thorn-scraped by the rose ring which guarded 
the Centre of being. The roses also were sacred, and 
might not be plucked but for the single purpose of 
sealing the holy and mystic union between woman and 
man. Excluded as any leper from that union, yet the 
beauty and force of its reciprocal rhythms pulsed in 
Daryan-den's stride as he entered the Tower of 
Dancing to be united to One unnamed.
He climbed the Tower steps, and attained the 
summit. What befell him there in his s t i l l  hour 
cannot by another be known; yet at last he 
descended. And with the sole possessions of his 
sword and the instrument he had made, he sought out 
the small boats used by his tribe in harvesting the 
fragments of rewel-bone which the tides cast up as 
plentiful as driftwood upon their offshore islands. 
These fragments they carved into the ornaments worn 
by all their women who had embraced wedlock. The 
rose circle signified the woman herself, and in her 
the impoverished people; the unseen Tower at the 
pendant's centre signified the man and the imparting 
Power.
So launching his skiff upon the girdle of ocean, 
Daryan-den turned his prow from the City of Caves and 
the Country of the South, as the man with whom his 
fate was interlocked had turned before him. Besieged 
by many a ravaging wind his oars cut the dark deep; 
and he saw the sea-snakes intertwine in their cold 
bed of love, and saw the moonpath upon the water, and 
was admitted to the brotherhood of terror and mystery 
as he wandered for a year of days and strange-starred 
nights. At last, where the boreal sun softly stroked 
his heat-born skin and its light smote sweetly pale 
into his glare-hardened eyes, he beheld the combers 
caressing the seabeach and heard the cries of the 
land birds returning, and knelt to kiss with thankful


